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Abstract

In recent years, many physically based simulation methods have been proposed for
visually simulating natural phenomena. However, no natural-texturing method working
directly on the surfaces of three-dimensional (3D) objects has been developed.
Furthermore, although objects having multi-layered surfaces are popular in the real
world, few research results on the data structure for representing multi-layered surfaces
have been presented.
This thesis responds to these two major issues, by proposing the three-dimensional
surface cellular automata (3DSCA) and a method for representing objects that have
non-null multi-thickness layers, and moreover demonstrates the effectiveness of these
methods by presenting their direct application to the visual simulation of the following
natural phenomena:






Absorption, saturation, and evaporation of water involving erosion and
sedimentation of 2.5D surfaces.
Corrosion propagation on 2.5D and 3D surfaces;
Crack propagation and fracture pattern on 3D surfaces;
Peeling propagation on 3D surfaces;

To be specific, this thesis presents the following original model with, for each, the
corresponding newly developed techniques:





A research study of the aging of a multiple-layered surface using 3DSCA
Corrosion / Patina and the particle-based water interaction:
o First time studying the continuity between corrosion model and liquid /
solid interaction
Three dimensional surface cellular automata (CA):
o “3DSCA”: New solid representation for computer graphics
o Simulation of patina and corrosion using 3DSCA
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o New geometrical determination: 3D surface Voronoi diagrams
Hybrid-3DSCA:
o Hybrid-3DSCA: A new concept using in parallel CA and other
functionalities
o Simulation of fracture propagation over a surface layer for most types
of materials using hybrid-3DSCA


“Stress spectrum”: New way of representing the stress over a
surface

 Original study and representation of the crack mirror effect
o Simulation of layer-peeling using hybrid-3DSCA


Original representation technique for time related progressive
peeling

The dissertation is constructed as follows.
Chapter 1 describes the background and purpose of this study on 3DSCA in the visual
simulation of natural phenomena.
Chapter 2 first describes CA-based computer graphics methods for visually
simulating corrosion imperfections on a single 2.5D surface, and then touches on a
possible extension to the general methods applied on 3D surfaces.
Chapter 3 proposes the fundamental definition of the 3DSCA as well as possible
solutions for its rendering. In this chapter, we define a 3DSCA precisely as a set of CA,
each element of which is mapped to a triangle of a triangulated 3D object, and define
the means of communication with the neighboring CA. Our model's main advantage is
that it gives direct texturing simulation based on the actual shape of any triangulated
object.
Chapter 4 presents two different applications of 3DSCA in detail. These examples
show the graphical capabilities and especially the strong potential variety of
applications for this model.
Chapter 5 first describes the purpose of hybrid-3DSCA and gives a brief definition,
then presents two types of natural simulation using hybrid-3DSCA: first, a general
simulation model for crack patterns over layers, and then a peeling model for layers.
In Chapter 6, we conclude this thesis and give perspectives for this study.
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論文要旨
近年，コンピュータグラフィックス（CG）による自然現象のビジュアルシミュ
レーションの分野においては，物理ベースのシミュレーション手法が多く提案
されてきている．しかしながら，物体表面上で直接動作する自然テクスチャの
生成法は未だ提案されていない．さらに，実世界には多層構造の表面を持つ物
体が多く存在するにもかかわらず，その表現法に関する研究例も未だ少ない．
本論文では，これらの２つの重要な問題に対して，3 次元表面セルラオートマト
ン（3DSCA）と多層表面構造を持つ物体の表現法を提案し，その有効性を以下
のような自然現象のビジュアルシミュレーションへの応用例により示す．





2.5 次元と 3 次元物体表面での腐食の伝播
3 次元物体表面でのひび割れの伝播と破砕パターン
3 次元物体表面での多層表面の剥離の伝播
2.5 次元物体表面での水分の吸収，飽和，蒸発，水分による浸食と堆積

具体的には，本論文では，以下のような新しいモデルと，それを実現するため
に新規に開発された手法について述べる．






腐食や錆と粒子ベースの水とのインタラクション
o 腐食モデルと液体や固体とのインタラクションを考慮した最初の
研究
３次元表面セルラオートマトン（ＣＡ）
o “3DSCA”： CG のためのソリッドモデルの新しい表現法
o 3DSCA を用いた錆と腐食のシミュレーション
o 新しい幾何領域の決定法： ３次元表面ボロノイ領域
ハイブリッド 3DSCA
o ハイブリッド 3DSCA： CA と他の機能を並列に利用する新しい
概念
o ハイブリッド 3DSCA を用いた，様々なタイプの素材に対する，表
層部での破砕の伝播シミュレーション
 応力スペクトル： 表面上の応力を表現する新しい方法
 ガラス上物体のひび割れにおける鏡面効果の表現法に関す
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る新しい研究
o ハイブリッド 3DSCA を用いた層の剥離のシミュレーション
 剥離の経時変化を表現する新しい手法
3DSCA を用いた多層構造表面の経時変化に関する研究

本論文の構成は以下のようである．

第１章では，自然現象のビジュアルシミュレーションにおける 3DSCA に関する
本研究の背景と目的を述べる．
第２章では，まず 2.5 次元物体表面（高さの場表面）での腐食のビジュアルシミ
ュレーションのためのセルラーオートマトンベースの CG 技術について述べる．
次に，一般的な 3 次元物体表面で動作する手法への拡張について触れる．
第３章では，まず 3DSCA とそれを描画するためのレンダリング法を提案する．
ここでは，3DSCA の詳細な定義，すなわち，3DSCA を三角形化された 3 次元物
体のそれぞれの三角形面に割り当てられた CA の集合として，さらにその隣接
CA 間での通信法を定義する．本手法の優れた点は，任意の三角形化された３次
元物体表面に，直接，そのテクスチャを生成することができることにある．
第４章では，3DSCA の２つの異なる応用を詳細に示す．これらの応用例により，
提案手法の CG のための有効性と，特にその応用の潜在的な広さを示す．
第５章では，ハイブリッド 3DSCA を提案し，その定義と２つのタイプの自然現
象のシミュレーション例を示す．一つは，多層表面構造におけるひび割れパタ
ーンのシミュレーションモデルであり，他の一つは多層表面の剥離モデルであ
る．
第６章では，結論と本研究の展望について述べる．
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Résumé
Depuis quelques années, un certain nombre de méthodes de visualisation basées sur des
modèles physiques ont été proposées dans le domaine des simulations visuelles de
phénomènes naturels. Néanmoins, aucune d’entre elles ne traite de la génération de
textures naturelles travaillant directement sur des surfaces d’objets tridimensionnels. Il
est aussi à noter que peu de recherches ont été menées sur les structures de données
pour la représentation de surfaces à couches multiples, et ce malgré leur abondance dans
le monde réel.
Notre travail de thèse donne des solutions à ces problèmes majeurs d’une part, en
proposant un système original de réseaux d’automates cellulaires sur surfaces
tridimensionnelles (de l’anglais « three-dimensional surface cellular automaton »
—3DSCA), associé à une méthode de représentation d’objets à couches multiples non
nulles, et d’autre part, en démontrant l’efficacité de cette représentation dans le domaine
de la simulation visuelle de phénomènes naturels avec les applications suivantes :
 Absorption, saturation, et évaporation de l’eau provoquant l’érosion et la
sédimentation de surfaces 2.5D ;
 Propagation de la corrosion sur surfaces 2.5D et 3D ;
 Propagation de fissures sur surface 3D ;
 Pelage naturel des surfaces 3D ;
Pour être plus spécifique, voici la liste des modèles élaborés dans cette thèse, avec pour
chacun d’eux la liste des nouvelles méthodes et originalités:
 Vieillissement des surfaces (tout au long de cette étude)






Modèle de corrosion / effet de patine couplé à une simulation d’eau
o Etude des relations entre solides et liquides en 2.5D
Automate cellulaire à surface-3D (3DSCA)
o 3DSCA : une nouvelle façon de représenter les solides
o Simulation de corrosion basée sur un modèle de 3DSCA
o Détermination géométrique : le diagramme de Voronoi sur surface-3D
Les 3DSCA hybrides
o « 3DSCA hybride » : mise en parallèle entre un ou des modèles 3DSCA
avec d’autres fonctionnalités
o Propagation de fissures pour une grande variété de matériaux
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Concept de « spectre de tension » pour la représentation des
tensions internes aux surfaces
Modèle anti-aliésé de segments liés à multiples épaisseurs

• Simulation du relâchement du tension
• Représentation des fissures
• Représentation de micro-ombres et effets de brillance
 L’étude originale de l’effet miroir de certains émaux
o Simulation du pelage
 Technique prenant en compte la notion de temps
Voici le résumé des chapitres de cette thèse.
Le chapitre 1 décrit les motivations de l’étude du 3DSCA dans un cadre de simulations
visuelles de phénomènes naturels.
Le chapitre 2 est une introduction aux méthodes basées sur les automates cellulaires.
Après avoir défini ce modèle bidimensionnel, nous proposons le détail d’une
application possible : la simulation des imperfections générées par la corrosion sur des
surfaces 2.5D ainsi que les interactions solides/liquides en utilisant une simulation d’eau
à base de particules.
Le chapitre 3 présente notre modèle tridimensionnel principal intitulé « 3DSCA »
ainsi que ces méthodes fondamentales de rendu. Dans ce chapitre, nous définissons
précisément le 3DSCA comme étant un ensemble de cellules projetées selon une grille
régulière sur la surface d’un objet donné, et dont un échange d’informations est possible
entre cellules voisines. L’avantage principal de notre modèle est qu’il permet la
modélisation de méthodes automatiques pour la génération de textures
tridimensionnelles sur tout objet triangulé sans altérer la surface initiale.
Le chapitre 4 détaille deux applications très différentes utilisant des 3DSCA. Ces
exemples montrent les capacités graphiques, le potentiel remarquable, mais aussi la
grande variété d’applications possibles, que notre modèle est capable de produire.
Le chapitre 5 décrit premièrement la nécessite de modèles plus avancés de 3DSCA,
nommé « 3DSCA-hybrides », puis donne leurs définitions, et décrit avec précision deux
types de simulations naturelles utilisant ces 3DSCA-hybrides : un modèle général
permettant la génération de fissures, et un modèle de pelage de la couche supérieure de
tout objet donné.
Dans le chapitre 6, nous concluons ces travaux de recherches en résumant ces thèmes
principaux et en proposant une série de perspectives à cette étude.
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1. Introduction

This doctoral dissertation belongs to the research field of computer graphics. Its main
purpose is to present a new way of storing the objects’ structure—that can be
represented with a set of layers—, and with this method, to model a set of simulation of
natural phenomena that occurs on surface layers.
This chapter presents the main purposes of this doctoral dissertation, as well as a brief
overview of all its chapters.
Searching for new ways to make artificial images that can compete with the reality
requested using new automatic texture techniques. This work aims to solve issues
encountered when trying to simulate the actual 3D surface of solids.

1.1

Traditional Object Representations

Many object representations exist (e.g. using implicit surface [She99, Koh95]), however
there are only two principal ways of defining the shape of an object in space [Fol90]:
• By a set of curves or surfaces;
• By “solid modeling”.
In both cases, many techniques have been developed. In the following sections, we
briefly present the most popular of each.

1.1.1 Polygonal Representation

(a)

Ù

(b)

Figure 1.1 Facet representation
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The traditional method of describing an object’s structure is to approximate the object’s
surface as a set of polygons. This set can sometimes be reasonably complex with
concave and convex polygons(v) (with vertices v≥3)—that can also contain holes (see
Figure 1.1(a))— or sometimes only by triangles, (see Figure 1.1(b)).

(a)

⊕

Ö

(b)

Figure 1.2 Texture mapping technique

This method has produced a very large number of fantastic entertainments or technical
results. One of the first and main methods of creating the realistic aspect of an object, is
the “texture mapping”. This technique maps a set of pictures onto the surface of an
object (see Figure 1.2). It is easy to program and quick to compute, but there are many
problems associated with it, and it is especially inefficient in terms of:
•
•
•
•

The need of huge image libraries;
These images must be mapped and properly oriented and scaled;
Textures at edges are often inconsistent;
Finally, 3D texturing is very difficult to handle.

Furthermore, this representation allows us to describe only a theoretical surface of the
objects. This restriction is a major problem for many applications as it is important to
distinguish between the surface and the inside of an object. E.g., in CAD/CAM a solid
object must be modeled in a way that adequately captures its geometry so that a variety
of operations can be performed for its manufacturing.
Figure 1.3 presents the effect of cutting an object. Two cases are possible: the object
is said to be “full” (Figure 1.3 (c)), or “empty”—even if it is never really empty as at
least one non null layer exists (Figure 1.3 (d)). A much more accurate way of
representing the actual “3D” of a solid is presented in the next section shortly described
as the “solid modeling” representation.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)
Figure 1.3 Problem with the polygonal method for defining object data structure

1.1.2 Spatial-Occupancy and Octree Solid Representation
To represent more accurately a solid, its inside can be defined as a set of identical cells
arranged in a fixed, regular grid (these cells are often called “voxels” in analogy to the
two-dimensional “pixels”). Figure 1.4 proposes the transformation of an object (a)
using the voxel-space (b) into a voxel-solid (c).
Space becomes an important issue since up to n3 (n being the cube side cell number)
occupied cells are needed to represent an object. One solution is to use octrees
(hierarchical variant spatial-occupancy). For example, the solid of Figure 1-3(a)
becomes the Octree-representation Figure 1-3(d). We can notice that the problem is
only partially resolved as the memory cost remains relatively high.
Moreover, this method has the following additional drawbacks:
•
•
•

Smooth surfaces are difficult to simulate
Aliasing under general transformations is severe [Fol90]
If using simple space-occupancy enumeration, at least cellular automaton can
easily be applied, but the majority of the cells are useless;
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•

If using Octrees, storage requirements are not anymore the major issue; on the
other hand, finding neighbors is time consuming and transformation can be very
difficult.

⊕

Ö

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 1-4 Voxel-space and Octree data structure definition

1.2

A New Way of Representing Objects

To model a new way of representing an object we have first to find out why, and what is
needed in the field of computer graphics, then consider what are the advantages of
current methods, and finally try to define an original way that combines these
advantages to resolve the selected problem.
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1.2.1

Research Orientation

Results of the nowadays computer graphics are already pretty realistic, CG-scientists,
engineers, and designers have the task of making new special effects, illusion,
entertainment or industrial products, that are even more realistic; realistic in terms of
visual effect, and more and more also in terms of physics / mathematics truth. A
CG-product that is “realistic” must look natural, and the best way of making something
look natural is to generate it as much as Nature does; that is why physics-based rules
should be applied.
Another important issue that is often neglected is the object’s change of appearance
due to time. For instance, most of the weathering phenomena involve time as a major
parameter.
In the following paragraphs, we first present a background of interesting properties, and
then introduce our model’s key idea.

1.2.2

Interesting Properties

If we look at what interesting properties have been described in Section 1.1, we obtain:
On the first hand, an object represented as a set of polygons allows direct, fast and
easy access to the object’s surface, permits precise shape definition, and is very “cheap”
in terms of memory expense. On the other hand, the regular cellular subdivision allows
the use of cellular interactions and transformations, which is essential for natural
phenomena simulation.
How can these interesting properties? This is one of the key ideas of our dissertation
and this is what is briefly presented in the following paragraph.
1.2.3

A Key Idea: Combining Advantages

Through the chapters of this doctoral dissertation, we show that surface cellular
automata is very appropriate to define very precisely virtual solids, access, interact, and
transform cells in a fast and efficient manner, and furthermore allow
multi-physics-based models to change object’s appearance through time: the virtual
object becomes alive through time.
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Figure 1.5 introduces graphically the structure of three-dimensional surface cellular
automata [Gob99-4]. Cells belong to a regular grid projected on each triangle facet of
the object—that we name input-triangle—, each grid has its own coordinate system,
and each object has an arbitrary number of layers.

Cells

Multi-layers

(a)

(b)

Figure 1-5 This thesis representation of computer graphics solids

The next section 1.3 presents a brief summary of each chapter of this Ph.D. dissertation.

1.3 Dissertation Overview
CHAPTER 2

VISUAL SIMULATION BASED ON TWO-DIMENSIONAL SURFACE
CELLULAR AUTOMATA

This chapter mainly pertains to the Proceedings of the IPSJ-TOHOKU’97 Workshop
with a series of test results and a rendering proof—general case—as a special
extension.
The mentioned article describes on the one hand a computer graphics method used
to simulate corrosion/patina imperfections on a single surface and, on the other hand,
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presents briefly a more general 3D model. The method demonstrates the ability of the
proposed 3D data structures to model realistic looking textures.
We first propose a technique used to generate the corrosion propagation on a single
polygonal non-linear surface and the corrosion painting using a aqueous flow. The
perspective of a more general model is then discussed.
Finally, a series of examples illustrate the promising potential of this model.

CHAPTER 3

DEFINITION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL SURFACE CA MODELS

This chapter tackles the first of half of the paper entitled “3D Surface Cellular
Automaton [3DSCA] and Its Applications” published in the [international] Journal of
Visual Simulation and Computer Animation, and presents all the ‘theoretical’ definition
of the 3DSCA applied as a visual simulation.
The mentioned paper describes the generation and rendering of three-dimensional (3D)
surface cellular automata (CA). Our model’s main advantage is that it gives direct
texturing simulation based on the actual shape of any triangulated input object. We
introduce general CA concepts and summarize works in the literature. We then describe
our 3D surface CA method, emphasizing how it avoids potential problems in data
structure and rendering steps.
Extensions as well as applications of the 3DSCA are dealt with in the next chapter.

CHAPTER 4

3DSCA APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS

This chapter introduces two different graphical examples that demonstrate the
capabilities and wide range of applications of the 3DSCA. Both own to the second half
of the full paper entitled “3D Surface Cellular Automaton [3DSCA] and Its
Applications” published in the [international] Journal of Visualization and Computer
Animation.
The first introduces a simple cellular structure used to generate an original solution of
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the 3D surface Voronoi diagram. The second application describes a more consistent CA,
in which each cell has a limited but potentially complex behavior.
Improvements, extensions, and other resulting examples are presented in the latter part
of this chapter.

CHAPTER 5

3DSCA HYBRID MODELS

Many surface patterns cannot easily be simulated using directly simple 3DSCA. This
chapter 5 defines a more sophisticated and appropriate technique to handle this issue:
the
generation
of
hybrid-3DSCA.
The
mixture
of
3DSCA
and
parallel—classical—models defines a Hybrid-3DSCA that most of the time has a
relatively complex structure.
The first part of this chapter briefly defines the general concept. The second part then
presents this advanced technique with the precise description of two examples in the
field of surface natural phenomena modeling: on the one hand, a complete infrastructure
proposing the simulation of fracture and crack patterns over layers, and on the other
hand, the peeling simulation of the surface.

The first proposed example of hybrid-3DSCA is fully based on the publication entitled
“Crack pattern simulation using three dimensional surface cellular automata” which was
first presented at the international CGI’2000 conference and was then improved,
extended, and its reviewed and extended version published as a special edition of the
Visual Computer [international journal].
This section describes a method for modeling the propagation of cracks on any 3D
surface. This method allows simulating more or less any type of cracks on any type of
triangulated 3D object.
Our model’s main advantage is that it proposes a semi-physical solution, making it at
the same time user controllable and easily extensible.
We first introduce the general development of cracks. We then propose our original
model of spectrum stress, followed by the description of mutual interaction between
cracks and stresses.
We then describe special rendering techniques including the multi-thickness
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anti-aliasing linked segment method and the crack mirror special effect.
The last section first proposes intermediate graphical results that review the whole
model, and second presents a set of different crack patterns using various types of
material such as concrete, ceramic, mud, and glaze.

The second example also proposes a research topic in the field of Natural
Phenomena simulation using hybrid-3DSCA that directly follows the above
crack patterns model: the layer peeling. Two methods are presented.
The first one presents the main step of the conventional method—i.e.
that do not use 3DSCA at all—and especially shows how difficult classical
methods are:
The second method proposes the same issue but this time, modeled
using hybrid-3DSCA approach. In contrast with the first hybrid-3DSCA
presented in Section 5.2, this method involves the famous software
engineering “KISS” concept [Keep It Simple & Stupid].
To be more specific, to make the peeling model (that is a reasonably
complex hybrid-3DSCA), only simple 3DSCA, recursive-3DSCA, and parallel
functionalities are necessary.

CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

This concluding chapter presents the discussion of our Ph.D. dissertation.
It also proposes in its future work section, a theoretic model—i.e. that has not been
tested—as a next research topic in the field of the natural phenomena simulation on 3D
surfaces: the interaction between a particle based model—water flow—and an object
simulated using 3DSCA or hybrid-3DSCA model.
This method makes an important parallel between Chapter 2 and the rest this thesis. It
opens new possible areas of studies such as automatic and realistic, erosion and
sedimentation with low computational cost, interaction between layers, type materials,
mixing products.
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Appendices
Many details on all these models are described in Appendices A, B, C, and D,
especially some rendering problems, proofs, new pictures and rendered images, and
other results on the multi-thickness linked-segment anti-aliasing method.

Appendix A

Implementation: The “MCP” Software

This first appendix presents the MCP software—program that has been implemented to
test all models presented in this dissertation—specification: data flow charts, modules
flow charts, main algorithms, etc…

Appendix B

Rendering notes

This appendix explains most of the difficult points of the rendering.

Appendix C

3DSCA Miscellaneous

This appendix proposes a set of miscellaneous subjects relative to this 3DSCA
dissertation, especially some important notes and explanations on the rendering
method.

Appendix D

Additional Color Plates

THIS LAST APPENDIX PRESENTS SOME FIGURE-PLATES THAT ARE NOT SHOWN IN THE MAIN
THESIS TEXT.
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Final dissertation sections
Our manuscript ends with the following five additional sections: references, and this
Ph.D.’s publications, table of figures, and index (for a more convenient use of the
paper).

Note: This dissertation paper requires knowledge on a relatively large field of study.
That is why we advice readers referring to the following books: Computer Graphics
(strong knowledge) [Fol90], particle based [Hoc88] and cellular automaton [Gay96]
computer simulations, graphical libraries X-lib [Nye95] & OpenGL [Woo96], Finite
Element Methods [Coo89], Calculus [Per87], Deferential Equations [Nag89], Linear
Algebra [Fra89], Software Engineering and Development (for appendices A & B)
[Lor93], Physics and Chemistry (a minimum level) [Sea88, Bro88]
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2. Visual Simulation Based on Two-dimensional
Surface Cellular Automata

This chapter describes on the one hand a computer graphics method for simulating
corrosion imperfections on a single surface and, on the other hand, presents briefly a
more general 3D model. The method demonstrates the ability of the proposed 3D data
structures for modeling realistic looking textures.
We first propose a technique valid for generating the corrosion propagation on a
single polygonal non-linear surface and the corrosion painting using a aqueous flow.
The perspective of a more general model is then discussed. Finally, a series of
examples illustrates the promising potential of this model.

Important note: The above chapter is the restitution of the article entitled
“Visual Simulation of Corrosion”, by Stéphane Gobron and Norishige Chiba,
proceeding of the IPSJ-TOHOKU’97 Workshop page 97-3~9, held in Morioka
(Japan) in December 1997.

1.1 Fundamentals on 2D Surface Cellular Automaton Models
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A cellular automaton (CA) in 2D simply consists of a rectangular grid (i.e. a 2D array).
We define a cell as being a specific address of this grid for which communication
properties are associated. The cell can send to or receive information from direct
neighbor cells.
In the case of surface CA the neighbor are most of the time eight (corresponding to
the 8 Cartesian directions). Obviously special cases occur at corners and edges as the
corresponding cells have respectively three and five neighbors only. This issue is not
such a big problem as we assume that the large majority of the CA is inside the
rectangle. We consider that 50 x 50 is a reasonable minimum size for the 2DSCA-grid.
The previous figure 2.1 presents an example of cellular grid with its corresponding
three possible types of neighbor communication.
A study of a single layer two-dimensional cellular automaton has virtually no
interest, as this topic has already been investigated for decades [Gay96, Ros79, Cha97,
Tof87]. In the other hand, with such a simple CA we can define a much more interesting
research field: the “2.5D” multi-layer surface cellular automaton. To define this model,
we simply map a series of 2D-grids into space and assign a unique third dimension
coordinate (e.g. the z-depth) to each cell. For instance, figure 2.2 shows the result of a
three layers model in space.
(z)

Figure 2.2 The “2.5 multi-layers dimension”: three-dimensional simulation of multiple 2D grids

To illustrate possibilities that offer the 2D surface cellular automaton, we present in the
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rest of the chapter the visual simulation of the corrosion and patina natural phenomena.
Moreover, this chapter also proposes an original extension with the study of the
relationship between resulting patina layer and a particle-based water flow model.

1.2 Introduction to our model of corrosion using 2.5D cellular
automaton
In less than fifteen years computer graphics results have become incredibly impressive
and, however, too perfect: The real world is full of imperfections, a perfectly clean CG
world can appear therefore as very uncomfortable. That is why during the end of the last
decade, a worn appearance object has been simulated mainly by mapping textures.
Unfortunately, this technique has shown many limitations, e.g. time consuming,
difficulties in the mapping orientation, scaling, and resolution problems, edging
inconsistencies, etc…. The need for automatic weathering effects is very strong,
especially for virtual world generation (see figure 2.3).

(a)

(b)
Figure 2.3 Example of change of appearance on a basic scene

More recently, dust accumulation, changes of appearance due to water flows,
metallic patina, or paint peeling have shown excellent results in weathering
modeling. We are living in a world full of metallic objects, which implies that
the visual aspect of corrosion and paint due to flow sediment transport is
something very common. However, this field stays as a largely unexplored
domain of computer image generation. The objective of the present chapter
is to find a model for visual simulation of corrosion (see picture of corrosion,
figure 2.4). This technique solves the problems generated by texture
mapping and can be applied to the aging simulation of a wide range of
metals.
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Corrosion phenomena and its corresponding flow interactions, makes a
very interesting but complex general behavior such as:
z Object geometry is transformed. The volume decreases mainly due to corrosion and
slightly by the flow erosion. But it can also increase partially due to the patina and
sediment deposition.
z The object appearance will therefore be transformed because of the change in
geometry but mainly by the sediment painting and metallic patina.

Figure 2.4 Example of real corrosion on a gate

It is currently impossible to represent these complex interactions as a pure physically
based model. Moreover, many “semi-faking” CG [e.g. Bar97] models have proved to
give very satisfying results, and as the decomposition into several pseudo-physical
models is very feasible, we therefore present the union of a classical water model, an
original material model, and an advanced corrosion model.
As corrosion includes quite complex phenomena, this short paper focuses on the
different types of corrosion propagation and on the change of geometry and appearance
of complex but single rectangular multi-layered surfaces.

1.2.1

Previous Work
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Weathering
J.F. Blinn made a very simple but innovative model for simulating dust effect using a
given thickness of a “dust” layer [Bli82].
One of the first weathering models was a fractal based texturing mapping
models by W. Becket and N.I. Badler [Bec90].
S-C. Hsu and T-T. Wong [Hsu95] made a very interesting dust model. The
dust deposition and rendering model were at the same time extremely
simple with good image results and very fast computational time.
SIGGRAPH’96 has brought two excellent articles by Julie Dorsey and P. Hanrahan.
The first one treats especially well the copper patina using random rays accessibility for
determining corroded regions [Dor96-1]. The second one innovates by showing the
change of appearance due to water flows using a pre-computed sediment layer deposed
on the surface of the rendered object [Dor96-2].
N. Chiba et al. proposed a natural erosion model adapted for mountain
landscapes [Chi98]. This model does not directly belong to the weathering
field. However, it can be quite easily applied for the transport of corroded
deposits and their sedimentation.
Probably the most recent model on weathering is the one of T.T. Wong et
al. [Won97], who propose a two-steps texture generation framework with
impressive results on painting peeling.
Note that the majority of the non-texture mapping models is very recent
(only since 1995). That is why the number of publications in this field of
study is unfortunately very small.
Fluids and Flows
The literature in the domain of simulating liquids is much more consistent than for
weathering problems. However, in our model, we do not simulate the visualization of
the flows but only the effects on solid surfaces; we describe very briefly the three main
types of fluid references: 2.5D for liquid surface, 3D mathematical, and 3D particle
models.
Using 2.5D, M. Kass and G. Miller [Kas90] proposed a simple but efficient model
for rendering water surface. In addition, J. O’Brien and J.K. Hodgins [Obr95] had
innovated a splashing of fluids. Stora et al. propose the simulation of lava flow [Flo99].
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Advanced mathematical based models have been proposed for
simulating fluids behavior in full 3D. Very recently, the fire model by J.
Stam and E. Fiume [Sta95] or the liquid animation [Fos96] and the gas
animation [Fos97] by N. Foster and D. Metaxas resulted in impressive and
realistic fluids images.
Particle systems use more intuitive approach and therefore are much
more easy to understand. As example, about ten years ago viscous fluids
were studied by G. Miller and A. Pearce [Mil89]. More recently, N. Chiba et
al. [Chi95] proposed a very nice water current simulation. This year J-X
Chen et al. [Che97] have shown a fluid model on dynamic environment, and
a flames model was presented by J-Y Takahashi et al. [Tak97].

Liquid Interaction on Solid
One of the main objectives of our work is the interaction of liquids on solids.
Two papers in this field have been noticed: The remarkable work of C. J.
Curtis et al. [Cur97] for the watercolor simulation and the innovative study
of Q. Zhang et al. [Zha99] on ink behavior.

1.2.2

Overview

This chapter is structured as follows. We begin by describing the physics and chemistry
of corrosion existential explanation and effects. We then present our simple corrosion
and flow model, describing in details the multi-layered structure, the corrosion
properties and operators, and water flow. This is followed by the description of the
rendering procedures and some results. Finally, an approach of a more sophisticated
study accompanied by some advanced prototype examples is briefly presented.

1.3

Corrosion Definition and Basis

“Corrosion is a natural and very common phenomenon. It is defined as the destruction
of a material because of reactions with its environment” [Fon87]. As the very large
majority of corrosion occurs in metals, we restrict this study to them. For full details on
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the physics of corrosion and applications, here are some interesting references:
z
z

z

z

The excellent book Corrosion Engineering [Fon87] of M.G. Fontana gives a
general and easy to understand point of view of all types of corrosion.
For a more theoretical and physical aspect, D.B. Craig with Fundamental Aspect of
Corrosion Films in Corrosion Science [Cra91] deeply describes and analyses
corrosion mechanism and control.
The most recent scientific publications on physics / chemistry of corrosion are
summarized in Corrosion, Testing in Natural Water of R.M. Kain and W.T. Young
[Kai97].
And for very realistic set of coloring results, The Colouring, Bronzing and
Patination of Metals by R. Hughes and M. Rowe [Hug91] is a remarkable and
impressive work. Concerning corrosion in data, refer to [Cra95].

1.4

Corrosion and Flow Model

The following three main behaviors have to be defined for our corrosion model:
z The corrosion has to occur a certain type of material: determination of the data
structure.
z The corrosion has to propagate under certain restrictions: specification of the
corrosion behavior.
z The paintings due to corrosion and patina pigments have to be transported by water
(or any aqueous) flow: spreading definition.
These are fully described in the following sections.
1.4.1

Corroded Material

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.5 Simplified material structure; (a) a polygon; (b) multi-layered; (c) multi-geometrical
polygon surface layers
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Describing the scene as a simple set of polygons is insufficient. That is why we
introduce an original material model by restructuring the rectangular polygon as a set of
multi-geometrical surface layers (see figure 2.5). To each material a set of properties is
associated, like its colors and reflectance, density, light transmission parameter through
layers, water absorption / dissolution / erosion rates, and for most metallic material a set
of corrosion and oxidation (or sulphidization) properties.
(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6 Layer types (a) Four different styles of layers (b) Result of the combination of layer 1, 2 and 3

In association with these properties, each type of layer has a thickness, a thickness noise
(determined using classical fractal functions), and a smoothness surface coefficient
parameters. The cumulative addition of layers for each combination of these three
parameters (see figure 2.6), permits the simulation of most materials (with the
exception of mixed layers).
Moreover, the resulting data structure is very convenient because it allows the easy
setting of bands of triangles during the last step of rendering. Triangle strips are very
fast to render and permit shading, providing realistic surfaces to the scene.

Corrosion properties
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As stated, our goal is to generate corroded looking rectangular surfaces
(section 2.7 shows the perspective of a more general model).
When we rapidly look at a corroded object, the corrosion appears to be
only on the surface and very often seems to draw random spots. In fact,
after a longer observation, we can realize that it will not only propagate on
the surface, but also inside the material itself. Furthermore, those spots are
first not purely random but they follow more or less the path of water flow,
and second, it always make regular circles if the region is continuously
favorable to contamination.
We can also notice that even if the corrosion spreading seems to be
identical, for each metal, a different kind of pattern exists.
The conclusion of these observations is that we can use a basic rule of
strategy to simulate corrosion propagation using the natural grid points of
the data structure. Figure 2.7 summarizes the main steps of this strategy.

(b)
(c)

(a)

(e)

(d)

Figure 2.7 2D corrosion propagation main steps

(a)

The first step consists of determining weak (or “wet”) regions. In the
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simple case of the rectangular surface, the selection of these regions uses
lower surface cells associated with a random noise proportional to the
altitude and user’s percentage of weak material. (For more realistic
objects, please refer to section 2.7 where a more sophisticated technique
consisting of making the selection proportional to pre-computing the
general water path tracing is proposed).
(b)
The second step is to find new potential seeds. Two parameters
control this step: The percentage of new seeds per time unit, and the
maximum number of new seeds. This simple combination allows many
interesting effects.
(c) The third step determines the contamination of one cell to one or many
others. The chance of contamination is controlled by height Gaussian
direction probability, but also by the ‘age’ of the offensive cell, by the
potential help (corroded neighbor cells) of the offensive and potential help
of the defense (“strong” material cells).
Last two steps –(d) and (e)—show the mapping of the corrosion propagation
on the layers and the 3D rendering steps, respectively.

1.4.2

Flow Model

We model the flow of liquid as a particle system where each particle is a drop of water
(see figure 2.8). All drops have a constant initial volume and can transport only one
type of sediment.
Water particle

Figure 2.8 Water particles on the multi-layer data structure
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The general motion of the fluid is controlled by parameters and functions
such as gravity, friction, roughness and unusual forces (for CG) such as
contact/adhesion drop force toward surfaces. This contact/adhesion force is a
function of the elliptic drop area made by the distance between the solid and
the center of the “spherical” drop. The interaction with solids is governed by
rates of water absorption by the material, solid erosion, evaporation, and
deposit sedimentation (see figure 2.9). The rate of absorption is controlled by
the liquid properties (i.e. velocity) and mainly by the layers current
thickness and material absorption and absorptivity.
We assume that the more the solid tends to be saturated, the more it
becomes weak and able to be eroded. In the case of an erosion event, the
volume of material eroded is proportional to the total liquid volume involved
(liquid released in this region plus drop volume). A drop itself is assumed
not to be able to evaporate. However, the water contained in a solid will
evaporate proportionally to the surface area of the cell. (Notice that the real
impact of the evaporation from the drops stays unknown and will be the
object of a future study.)
When a certain volume of a drop is absorbed into a solid, a deposition of
transported material is obtained. This sedimentation is naturally obtained using the
concentration of sediment in the drop.
(a)

Water flow : absorption, evaporation

(b)

Sedimentation
Erosion and washing

Figure 2.9 Flows interactions on the sediment layer, (a) Side view of a
multi-layered object; (b) Same object after the flow actions
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1.5 Rendering
For the rendering, an advanced light model (for CG) has been implemented. It consists
of a simplified version of the reflectance and transmission Kubelka-Munk [Kub31]
optic model (see figure 2.10).
Instead of simply bounding on the surface of the material, the light is able to get
through each layer inversely proportional to an exponential function of the thickness
and to the density of the material. This results in an excellent simulation of light
propagation through layers, resulting in an impressive image quality.
1.6

Results

To show the graphical quality of this model, in this section we briefly describe the
corrosion, light and flow influence results.

Figure 2.10 Recursive light rays throw layers

1.6.1 Corrosion Simulation
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Figure-plate 2.1 shows the top view of the rectangular multi-layered surface without
light through layer rendering. Six spots of green patina due to corrosion have been
developed.
In Figure-plate 2.2, images (a) to (g) show the propagation of corrosion on a half
random wetting map, and images (h) to (n) show the corresponding rendering results.

Figure-plate 2.2 Example of cellular contamination (a) to (g): Propagation over the weak/strong
(shown in white/gray) map (2D); (h) to (n) Corresponding rendering in 2.5D

1.6.2 Light through Layer Simulation

Figure-plate 2.3 Changing the opacity coefficient over three semi-transparent layers
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In the above figure-plate 2.3, images (a) to (c) show three semi-transparent layers: Two
rectangular layers (red and blue), and one set of green spots. We can observe the strong
change of colors when we progressively increase the opacity coefficient.

1.6.3 Flow Influence Simulation
In figures-plate 2.4, images (a) to (c) show absorption of liquid in the solid. Figure
2.12 a represents the dry surface, and 12 b the saturation of liquid in the solid.
Figure-plate 2.5 and image 2.4 (b) clearly show the trajectory of water and its
absorption by the solid.

Figure-plate 2.4 Three different step of liquid absorption over two layers with different material
properties

Figure-plate 2.5 Visualization of water drops on a scene composed of a single layer covered at
50% by green patina (high absorptive coefficient and high roughness coefficient)
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In figure-plates 2.6, images (a) to (c) show the different stages of the erosion
process. Image (a) is the initial stage, (b) is the result of the washing of ten
thousand drops after three hundreds steps, and (c) is after nine hundred
steps.
Note that as the influence of the liquid was very small in the upper region,
the red patina is comparatively intact.

In figure-plate 2.7, images (a) to (d) show the progressive erosion and
sedimentation of red patina deposit. The paint can be especially well
observed in (b).

Figure-plate 2.6 Progressive erosion of the patina layer (reddish colors) in three steps

Figure-plate 2.7 (a, b, c, d) Two layers with different material properties (in gray an absorbent but
non erosive material, in red an absorbent and highly erosive patina spot) at four different stages of
the liquid corrosion and sedimentation
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In figures 2.8, images (a) to (f) show the animation of fifty thousands drops
of water over a 45 degrees of inclination square surface. In the first figure,
2.8 Water
flowobserved.
animation However, in the image
only three green patina Figure-plate
spots can be
clearly
(f), we can see a green paint deposit all along the water path.
In all these figures, we can often notice a non-realistic dot discontinuity
(see image 2.6(b) and image 2.15(c)). This is produced by the constant size of
each drop and the direct and instantaneous solubility and deposition of
sediments.

1.7

Extension to Real 3D Models

The model shown can be considered as a link (applied only in 2.5D) between the two
articles edited by Julie Dorsey [Dor96-1, Dor96-2]. We are currently studying on the
same optic viewing the realization of a far more advanced and general real 3D corrosion
model of CG. We roughly describe in the following section the property of this future
model.
1.7.1

Advanced Real 3D Models

Instead of working with a single rectangular multi-layers data structure in 2.5D, we
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must use multi-layers-polygons (for example a set of triangles) in real 3D to be able to
generate complex scenes. Moreover, the corrosion should be able to “contaminate”
neighbor facets using edges and corners. An even more challenging model would allow
holes in the multi-layer data structure so that piercing corrosion can be simulated.
For the paint sediment deposition, the water flow should allow each
water particle (or whatever aqueous liquids) to transport
multi-concentration of sediments at the same time so that a more natural
mixture of coloring can be obtained. The water flow animation should
navigate in a 3D voxel-tree so that particle collisions can be tested.
1.7.2

Results

We show some advanced results at the end of this chapter. In figure-plate 2.17, image
(a) shows the 32 facets and 16 normal vertices of a very simple object. Image (b) shows
the corresponding set of the cells (considering the relative radius dimension to be 10 cm
and cell side size 1 mm). Finally, image (c) presents its 3D texturing with random
reddish-brown patina spots.

Figure-plate 2-9 β-results of 3D model

1.8
1.8.1

Summary and Discussion
Conclusion

We have described a solution for modeling corrosion on a single rectangular surface.
The material was presented as a set of layers to which a set of material properties was
associated. The corrosion behavior was controlled by a “wet or dry” cells map, by
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propagation on and in the surface, and by a flow of aqueous liquid. The flow was a
particle system and was defined as a set of drops where each has the following
properties: wet or erode the material, or transport or deposit the sediment. Unfortunately,
the proposed method gives satisfactory results only on a simple rectangular area.
Nevertheless, this model can be applied to a wide range of materials, corrosion effects,
and water flow paintings. Moreover, we have shown that it is possible to extend this
method for a more realistic computer graphics applications.

1.8.2

Perspective

The perspectives of this chapter are described in the next
dissertation, i.e. the 3D modeling of cellular automaton, and especially the
corrosion model presented in Chapter 4, section 4.3. A real improvement of
the presented model would be the linking in 3D of metallic corrosion using
3DSCA and 3D water flow model. This idea is briefly presented in this
dissertation without showing a real model.
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3. Definition of Fundamental Three-dimensional
Surface Cellular Automaton Models

This chapter describes the generation and rendering of three-dimensional (3D) surface
cellular automata (CA). Our model’s main advantage is that it gives direct texturing
simulation based on the actual shape of any triangulated input object.
We first introduce general CA concepts and summarize works in the literature. We
then describe our 3D surface CA method, emphasizing how it avoids potential
problems in data structure and rendering steps.
We then detail two examples of specific 3D surface CA with their respective cell
structures and corresponding CG images.

Important note: This chapter is the restitution of the first part of the article entitled
“Three-dimensional surface cellular automaton and its applications” by Stéphane Gobron and
Norishige Chiba. This paper was published in October 1999 in the (international) Journal of
Visualizations and Computer Animation.

3.1 Introduction
3.1.1

Purpose

In less than 15 years, computer graphics (CG) has become incredibly impressive. CG
worlds have become ‘too perfect’. In fact, compared to the actual world, with all of its
little details and imperfections, the clean CG worlds appear extremely uncomfortable
and unrealistic. Texture-mapping techniques [Per85, Ben91, Tur92, Mai93, Hee95,
Køh96, DeB97, Sta97, Cor98, Wag98, Lév98, Ney99] were devised to give CG a
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realistic, precise appearance, but have many limitations such as: they are time
consuming; difficulties occur in mapping orientation; scaling and resolution problems
arise; and edges are often inconsistent. CG requires automatic textural effects that do
not exhibit these limitations.
More recently models for simulating dust accumulation [Hsu95], dust and splashing
[Ash99] appearance changed by water flows [Dor96-1], metallic patina [Dor96-2], and
paint peeling [Won97] have shown very interesting results in generating realistic
texturing. These techniques generated excellent results, but require a special data
structure for each model, making it almost impossible to simultaneously render dust
accumulation, patina painting, corrosion, in the texture of a single object.
Finding no reports in the CG literature providing a general model, we propose an
original 3D surface solution. Our model directly simulates texturing based on the actual
shape of any triangulated input object. This natural approach avoids classical
two-dimensional (2D) array mapping problems.
What key points link the previously cited models?
What do all objects have in common?

3.1.2

Cell and Cellular Automata

In all sciences, researchers have referred Nature to find answers:
Everything in Nature –animate or inanimate– results from a set of interacting processes,
e.g. the food chain, or photosynthesis associated with respiration. Individual phenomena
at first appear to exhibit complex behavior. Further analysis shows this behavior results
from a large number of simple interactions with limited capabilities. This makes Nature
a complex set of homogeneous systems.
This important observation is the basis of our work: Our model consists of a
homogeneous set of interacting cells with limited capabilities, called cellular automata
[Cha97], reviewed in reference [Cod68]. On this strong basis, all flat and 3D texturing
models – respectively application 1 and 2 – are available at a reasonable cost.
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3.1.3

Background

Although the term “cellular automaton” is rare in CG literature, its theory has long been
widely used in science, and it is considered a vital tool in most simulation fields.
Here are some general references concerning CA: Reference [Ros79]—formal CA
grammar/pure theoretical approach; Reference [Cha97] and [Tof87]—theoretical
computer engineering; References [Ish88]-[Pres79]-[Ste80]—CA image processing/fast
ray tracing.
Previous work directly or indirectly addressing CA in CG can be divided into seven
domains: texturing, fractals, semi dependent particle systems, 2D and 2.5D surface
generation, 3D domain, texture generation using cellular interaction, and pure CA:

• At SIGGRAPH’92, R. Fowler et al. presented a very interesting article on seashell
textures [Fow92]. A book—also concerning seashells—proposed a texturing method
using partial differential equations [Mer95].
• An impressive number of articles and books about the fractal domain have been
published, e.g. [Ishi85] and [Enc91], or, for a theoretical basis, [Stan86] and more
recently, [Kaa94].
• Particle systems have been widely explored in CG, especially for flow (liquid, gas)
simulation. Owing to their natural structure, particle interactions, all are indirectly
related to CA –particularly in the work of Y. Takai et al [Tak95].
• 2D Liquid simulation using CA can be found for example in [Leej99] and [Kan99].
• Three subfields concern 2D or 2.5D surfaces. The first is terrain generation. [Nag97]
and [Chi98] proposed erosion models for mountain scenery. The second is dynamic
liquid surface simulation. Examples are a simple but efficient 2.5D liquid surface by
[Kas90] and, more recently, a simulation by [Che97] making possible real-time
terrain modification. The third subfield is the non-photorealistic domain, concerning
which an article was presented at SIGGRAPH’97 in [Cur97] in which the problem of
watercolor painting was treated by paper liquid absorption and pigment
sedimentation.
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• Real 3D CA publications are more difficult to find. CG rendering of natural
phenomena yields very interesting articles on topics such as flames [Agu92], clay
[Ara97], gas [Fos97], and liquid [Fos96] simulations. Similitude can also be found
with paper referring to volume texture and “Hypertexture” [Per85, Per89]
• Much nearer to our domain is texture generation using cellular. Even if it follows no
regular grid, after stabilization, cells map a targeted surface quite regularly. However,
intercommunication remains a very difficult problem to handle. Note also that our
model requests no costly particle stabilization. We recommend two works in this
domain, one in [Tur91] based on 2D (surface) textures and the other by [Fle95] on
3D textures such as fur and thorn.
• We found only one reference addressing the CA problem directly in CG – a report
[Tha86] that was highly innovative. The CA model is very simplistic, however, and
the paper mainly implementation oriented.
Surprisingly, we were unable to find anything on 3D CA texturing, so this chapter is a
first step into this unexplored domain.

3.1.4

Overview

This chapter is organized as follows.
The next section outlines CA concepts, explaining why specific choices were needed to
define our CA, and showing our model’s data structure. The third section details
intercellular communications—communication inside the input triangle and at the edge.
It also describes our proposal’s main drawback, exploring potential problems at triangle
edges, quantifying them, and showing how they can be reduced or even avoided.
The fourth section describes our rendering model consisting of a simple light model
and a more complex rendering data structure. The fifth section discusses two examples
of CA. The first example proposes an original 3D surface Voronoi diagram construction
based on regular probabilistic growth. This simple, intuitive model demonstrates
whether our general model works well. The second example deals with a more complex
3D surface CA—copper corrosion and patina simulation. For both applications, we
include comments and diagrams on specific cell data and functions, possible structure
and rendering problems, rendering statistics and CG results.
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We conclude with a relatively long—but not exhaustive – list of potential research and
expansion of this work.

3.2 Cellular Automata Model
In our CA model, CG applications consist of one or many objects to which independent
CA is applied. Each object is subdivided into triangles, which, for convenience, we call
an input triangle. Each input triangle is divided into a grid of identical cells.

General CA Structure

3.2.1

…

B1
C3

C1
A2

A1
A3 B4 C2

…
B2
C4
B3

A4

Figure 3.1 A cube, an example of a basic input object, defined by a set of triangles. The Ai, Bi, and
Ci vertices are described in the next subsection on Triangle Division and Cell Properties. (Notice
that this figure is related to figure 4.7.)
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In conventional CG, the basic structure of an object is defined as a set of more or less
complex polygons. No matter how complex a polygon, it can always be subdivided into
non-null triangles. To prevent having a CA greatly increase the natural complexity of
the object structure, we assume that input objects are in the form of an oriented triangle
mesh (figure 3.1 and figure-plate 3.1 image (a)).
To generate a CA on the surface, this object must be divided into a large set of identical
cells. By definition [Cha97], the cells must be identical in geometry and also in
properties (limited capacities).

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure-plate 3.1 Same cup at different states: images (a) and (b) Data structures respectively –
Input object (subdivided into oriented triangles) with its orthogonal vertex vectors, and
corresponding cellular structure (20,000 cells); applications: Voronoi diagram image (c) and copper
patina image (d)

3.2.2

Triangle Division and Cell Properties

We now need to answer the following question: How can we subdivide an input triangle
into a set of squares?
This can be done by projecting all triangles onto the same grid with a size equal to
our square cell.
Our solution is represented in figure 3.2 schema (a) and (b). For convenience the
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projection has to be in such a way that the three corners A, B, and C are such that A is
always (0.0, 0.0), B (0.0, By), and C (Cx, Cy) with Cy ≥ 0.0. Figure 3.1 also shows these
points on a 3D simple input object.

B

C
A
(a)
C
B

A
(b)
Figure 3.2 The only two possible cases for the projected triangles

Because the geometry of the cell is sometimes in the input triangle, sometimes partially
in, and sometimes completely out, we need to add some new hypotheses in defining a
cell in our CA model:
•

The neighbourhood of a cell consists only of its 8 surrounding cells (four sides and
four corners);

•

A cell must have an in/out flag; the cell is considered as active in the CA when it is
at least partially in the input triangle;
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•

Some cells can be completely out of the triangle (‘
’ symbol figure 3.2). They
must be considered as none existent. In such cases we define the in/out flag as being
OUT-CELL;

•

Other very useful in/out flag positions are the PART-IN and COMP-IN positions.
These states are only optional because they do not interact with the CA behavior. They
are, however, very useful in the rendering step. When the cell is active, its -IN flag
position is determined by the geometric center of the cell:
 PART-IN if outside (‘ ’ symbol) the input triangle;
 COMP-IN if inside the input triangle (‘
’ symbol).

Refer to figure 3.3 for the general structure of the cell in our model.

Cell’s Properties

8 input data

Name

Behavior

(…)

(…)

8 output data

Change of status

Data transmission

Cell’s Parameters
Name

Values / Range

In / out flag

(…)

(…)

(…)

Data References
(Optionnal)

Precomputations / Initializations
Functions (Optionnal)

(…)

(...)
Figure 3.3 General structure of a cell

As an example, figure 3.4 shows the possible resulting projection of two neighboring
triangles, and figure 3.2 schema (b) shows the same projection’s cellular structure but
in 3D and using a real glass model (approximately 100 input triangles). In the following
paragraphs, please notice that figures 3.4 to 3.6 follow the same pattern.
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A major issue is immediately apparent: from one triangle to another, some cells will not
have eight neighboring cells. How will the data propagation at edges be managed?
The details of this problem are fully addressed in the following section: data
transmission through our CA.

B1

C1
A2
A1
B2

C2

Figure 3.4 Two neighboring triangles projected on the same grid sized

3.3 Data Communication in CA
As shown, a cell has a limited capacity and can send and receive information only to its
eight neighbors.
 How is data transmitted?
 What if cells are at the edge of an input triangle?
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This section answers these questions and proposes a possible solution for data
transmission through a cell set.

3.3.1

Communication Inside the Input triangle

In most cases, data transmission is within an input triangle. A special behavior must be
defined for each CA. (See the two examples of interior communication in section on
Application and Results).

3.3.2

Edge Communication

B1

General triangle grid 1

C1
A2

A1
B2

General triangle grid 2

C2
Figure 3.5 Edge data transmission, triangle facet view
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The user cannot control information transmission based on two input triangles and has
only one thing in common—one edge (Figure 3.5, 2D projection of two neighboring
input triangles). Edge data communication follows only one rule: edge cells are always
in common. At the end of each turn, cell data from one edge are automatically
transmitted to the neighbor’s “corresponding” cell. Edge orientation is vital for
maintaining correct data sequence during transfer, which is why we use vectors, not
segments: i.e., in this particular case, cells of grid 1 are assigned to vector C1 A1 and the
cells of grid 2 to A2 B2 .
Figure 3.6 shows how to find a corresponding cell (arrows). To transfer data, we look
for the nearest projected cell of the opposite input triangle: When possible, we link each
cell to the nearest point on the common segment using the projection of the cell’s center
on the edge; otherwise, cells are linked to the nearest segment extremity corresponding
cell.

Grid points of set 1

Grid points of set 2
Figure 3.6 Edge data transmission, coupling nearest neighbor cells

A set of pairs is generated automatically. To accelerate the computation of this algorithm,
these sets of pairs can be precomputed and stored instead of being recomputed. Memory
cost is relatively high (see statistics, section 4.1.4 and 4.2.5). Notice that at both ends,
an error occurs – some cells will receive information twice and others will only send
data. This is discussed below.

3.3.3

Comments on Data Transfer Problems

An error is often generated during data transfer on edges. The problem previously
described happens most frequently at extremities (input triangle vertices). Experiments
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and practical observations prove this effect negligible if the grid unit-size is small
enough.
This error is proportional to the difference of orientation of the two projected grids,
which is why it follows function 1-cos(x) at interval [0, π/4] (Figure 3.7). We obtain the
average error

εAverage =

1

π

4

∫

π

4
0

(1 − cosα )dα = 1 - 2 2 ≈ 9.9%
π

Clearly, a 10% error appears considerable, but we must not forget that this is in a scene
where input triangles are purely randomized, and does not concern the complete cellular
model, but partial cells in a large minority.
Note that if the input triangles are well organized, (making the projected grid
continuous), data transmission does not become redundant, and therefore the problem
disappears.

Figure 3.7 Function 1-cos(x) between 0 and π/4

The second point concerns cell size. During initial experiments, very strange CA
behaviors were observed when using very large cells –proportionally to input triangles.
The following example explains how to avoid this:
The worst scenario would be a scene entirely composed of a series of long, thin
triangles –i.e., a very fine cylinder. Figure 3.8 shows the problem if we apply a very
inappropriate CA, such that the cell size would be equal to or bigger than the width of
an input triangle.
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(…)

(…)
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.8 Worst case of triangle set—long and thin triangles using too large a cell size

(a) The first schema shows the approximation of a cylinder composed of long and thin
triangles. The blue dot is the random initial seed and the surrounding square shows
the cell’s inappropriate size.
(b) Each triangle is decomposed into sets of squared cells. To make the figure clear,
each set of cells is simplified here. As two triangles are needed for each “side” of the
cylinder, in reality decomposition implies twice as many cells as represented.
(c) After only one step, instead of having a state change in only cells neighboring the
seed, all of the cells forming a ring around the cylinder appear to have a change of
state. This is due to the fact that the input triangles share directly neighboring cells.

The conclusion that can be drawn from these two points is that, for each input triangle
in the scene, if the cell size is smaller than all triangle sides, then only minor
communication problems will occur (at input triangle vertices).
We can also add that as the cell size decreases linearly, this phenomenon very
quickly becomes negligible.
Figure-plate 3.2 demonstrates graphically that using a sufficiently small grid and even
if the two grids have the worst difference of orientation, only very slightly visible

problems occur.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure-plate 3.2 Experimental progression of the “systematic propagation” for the Voronoi diagram
applications (in green). As the initial seed point (top-left image) is very near the edge (line in red),
the data are spreading into two input triangles at the same time. To show the quality of the generated
circle, the ideal circle (also in red) is shown. The first green disk image (a) generated by this
technique has a radius of only 10 pixels and the surface is completed at 87%, and the last green disk
image (h) has a radius of 70 pixels with 99.9% of completion

3.4 Rendering Using OpenGL

Our light model is very simple. However, since a large number of 3D cells make scene
representation quite complex, a special data structure for rendering is required. We also
try to keep this rendering as simple as possible, remembering two important aspects:
•
•

To maintain greater flexibility we created our own light model.
Data from each cell in the CA must be displayed so that no information is lost. We
therefore use OpenGLTM [Nei93, Woo97], because it provides very fast and
convenient rendering structures applicable for our CA: Triangle Strips (TS) and
Triangle Fans (TF).
In the following subsection, we describe the simple light model applied to each cell, and
then present the special arrangement applied for OpenGL.

3.4.1

Simple Light Model

In this light model, our resulting images prove that it is possible to have both good
results and a very simple approach. Our light model uses the classic ambient, diffuse,
and specular properties.
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We have:

r r
r r
C [RGB] = (Ka + Kd. L.N c + Ks. ( R.E ) n ). Cm [RGB]
Where:
• the ambient term Ka is simply a constant;
r
• the diffuse term Kd is multiplied by the dot product of the light vector L , the
r
cellular normal vector Nc ;
• the specular term follows Phong’s specular model [Fol84] using the coefficient Ks,
r
r
and where R is the light reflection vector, E the camera (or “eye”) orientation,
and n the specular power of the material;
• finally, Cm represents the initial material color.

In the second example of CA, presented later, we will see that some special applications
require multi-layered rendering. In such cases the appearance of the surface is the result
of light interactions within layers [Fos97]. A special rendering model is then required to
produce good-quality images. As this problem is not directly linked with our CA model,
it will be treated as an example in the case of double layers (see the subsection on
Corrosion and Patina Generation).

3.4.2

Triangle-Strips and Triangle-Fans

In this section we will show why and how we used OpenGL Triangle Strips (TS) and
Triangle Fans (TF) as data structures for rendering.
On the one hand, the information contained in each cell is potentially “situated” at the
center of each patch (rectangular cell)—as previously shown in figure 3.2. The possible
geometry of the final colorings of one input triangle is then very different from its basic
triangular geometry definition (three vertices).
On the other hand, for the data structure of the rendering, OpenGL provides very
convenient and fast tools such as TS and TF, which are very helpful to rendering each
input triangle with the cell’s coloring.
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Our goal in this section is now defined as reconstructing one input triangle with a set of
triangle bands (TB = TS or/and TF) in such a way that TB vertices correspond as much
as possible to the cell center. To achieve this, the two main steps are:
(a) Defining the contour of the triangle by the three vertices A, B and C, and also three
series of intermediate points. These intermediate points are generated by the
intersection of the centered cell-grid line and the three triangle edges. As the
corresponding cells of these points are only partially in the triangle, their colorings
are computed with a convolution method.
(b) Dividing each triangle into three regions (Figure 3.9):
 The first band is always defined as TB and its size is ½ grid unit;
 The intermediate region contains a set of similar TB (identical thickness);
 This region depends on the geometric position of the point C. If C.x is smaller or
equal to the half-cell, then this region is only one TF; otherwise, it has to be
decomposed into one TB and one TF.

(y)

C

(x)
Figure 3.9 Three regions (yellow, green, and blue) subdividing input triangles

The TB construction complexity depends on the triangle orientation. Two types of
triangles can be categorized:
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(y)

(a)

(x)
(y)

(x)

(b)
Figure 3.10 Two possible types of input triangle to recompose

•

Figure 3.10 schema (a) presents a “long triangle” (C.x ≥ B.y). This type of triangle
does not generate any particular problem; the first TB on the left and intermediate
region will always be composed of TS, and the last region will be a TF and
sometimes (depending on C.x) a TS.

•

We can see that the reconstitution of the input triangle for the “thin triangle” (when
C.x < B.y) is less obvious (Figure 3.10 schema (b), notice that the axes are not
presented in the same order). Actually, when the two sides’ difference of the TB point
number is greater than one, additional TF are needed (one at the top and/or bottom)
to complete the middle TS.

More efficient techniques have been developed for ordering triangle strips as well as
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mesh in general. For instance, refer to [Gla99-1, Gla99-2] as well as [Baj95] for the
triangle issues; mesh simplification can also be found in [Eck95, Can71, Des99, Gru86,
Lee99]; another method would be to reconstruct the surface by considering only cells’
positions [Sav99]. We also found very interesting the article [Baj95] also about ordering
polygons to make impossible 3D shapes.

3.5 Application and Results

For the section Application and Results of the published article and all its non-published
extensions, refer to Chapter 4. 3DSCA Applications and Results.

3.6 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented an efficient method for representing 3D surface Cellular Automata (CA).
We explained the need for input to be subdivided into triangles and squared cell shapes.
We presented data propagation through the CA, adequately solving the main problems:
triangle edge-to-edge cell communications and potential orientation errors.
To prove the model’s flexibility, two applications were described—along with possible
weak points and how to avoid them.
The first application showed how simple it is to make a good approximation of the
Voronoi diagram on any type of 3D surface using an original probabilistic approach.
Moreover, it permits to verify that even if communication redundancy occurs, our CA
model is consistent.
The second application demonstrated that our CA model enables us to realize more
advanced models, such as a simple but efficient, realistic corrosion model. For these two
models, a series of rendered CG images was presented and discussed.

Many interesting aspects remain in further improving 3D CA.
A relatively direct task would be to search for an extension of our model for
symmetrical and fractal texturing. Automatic image mapping would seem a good
extension of our model.
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Another key area for further work is the CA data structure itself. At this point, the data
structure defines only one layer. An extension to n layers for each different set of cells
would be an interesting research topic. The attribution of different layer behaviors such
as advanced corrosion, plastic, and ceramic cracks, or paint peeling would exponentially
extend the palette choices for objects.
Finally, we can imagine linking this 3D surface CA model with non-grid-based models,
such as water flow systems, to generate (as proposed in [Dor96-1]) realistic corrosion
and the corresponding patina paintings.
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4.

3DSCA - Applications and Results

To show the graphical capabilities and especially the strong potential variety of
applications that our model is able to produce, two different applications are presented
in detail.
The first introduces a simple cellular structure for generating an original solution of
the 3D surface Voronoi diagram.
The second application describes a more consistent CA, where each cell has a
limited but potentially complex behavior.
[Please notice that all results (CA data propagation and graphical) were computed and
rendered on an SGI Indigo2TM workstation, with 175 MHz CPU R10000, and 128 MB
RAM]

Important note This chapter is based on the second half of the paper entitled “3DSCA
and its applications”.

4.1 3D Surface Voronoi Diagram

One original application of our system is the automatic generation of 3D surface
Voronoi diagrams (VD) based on regular probabilistic growth (Figure 4.1).
We have found this application particularly appropriate: first, it has the advantage of
being well known, simple to model, and intuitively easy to understand; but even better,
as its propagation needs to be regular, it naturally tests if our 3D surface cellular model
is working well. For a complete explanation of the subject, we recommend Preparata’s
and Shamos’s book [Pre85].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1 Voronoi diagram (a) 2D classical VD and (b) possible cylindrical VD

We will show first the internal data communication model, then the very simple cell
structure, and finally we will make some brief comments on the resulting CG images.

4.1.1

VD Internal Data Communication Model

The principle is very simple: first, an initial number of seeds are randomly
selected before any CA computations, and no new seed will be created later.
Then we assign to each seed a different flag (which can be interpreted in the
rendering step as a different color). As the progression must be regular, the
resistance of all cells is set to null. Probably most difficult is that the change
of states of the cell must be set in such a way that a “regular” circle is
obtained. For this purpose our method is as follows.

Propagation is systematic (100%) on the four direct sides, and a certain percentage “P”
on the diagonal must be set. We intuitively show, using geometry (Figure 4.2), how we
determined this diagonal probability. Please notice that d stands for the corresponding
distance in Red:
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Ps=1, dscare=1

Pl=0, dlozenge=0.5

(a)

dcircle=

(b)

2
2

,P=

2
− 0.5
2

(c)

Figure 4.2 Resolution of the regular propagation for the Voronoi diagram
With two known diagonal percentages (Ps and Pl), two basic geometric shapes can be generated: a
square and a regular lozenge. Then, assuming distances (ds, dl, and dc) and percentages are linearly
related, we find a good approximation of the circle diagonal percentage:(a) A square is obtained if P
is set to 100% (blue squares); (b) We obtain a regular lozenge if P = 0% (orange); (c) Then to
obtain a circle, the green percentage must be:

P = d circle − d lozenge =

4.1.2

2 1
− ≈ 20 .71 %
2
2

3D Surface Voronoi Diagram Results

The following Figure 4.3 summarizes the applied cell structure:

Cell’s Properties
8 input data

Name

Behavior

Circular Paint

Systematic

8 output data
propagation

with

a

diagonal access probability of 20.71 %

Data transmission

Names

Values / Range

In / Out flag

OUT_CELL
NORMAL_CELL

Voronoi colors

Integer from 1 to s*

Figure 4.3 Voronoi diagram cell structure (*s: number of seeds)

Data References:

Cell’s Parameters

NONE

NONE

Pre-computations Functions:

Change of status
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4.1.3

Resulting CG Example of Images

With these parameters, an optimal circular propagation is obtained through the CA
(refer to Figure-plate 4.2). The entire surface is assigned very rapidly to one of the
initial seed flags (Figure 4.4).

100%

110 steps
Figure 4.4 Corresponding data spreading of figure-plate 4.1

Figure-plate 4.1 shows the regular progression in a very simple object
composed of less than 100 input triangles, but having a total cell number
greater than one million. An important observation is that the generation
exhibits a typical 2D CA quadratic growth, providing a very short
computational time (Figure 4.4).
We can also notice that this progression is very similar to the exponential
law of population growth [Pur87]. However, the logistic curve has no central
symmetry, showing a facility for the seed to grow at the beginning (we will
see later that this is not always the case).
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In 2D, it is shown [Fle95] that only a few points connected by segments
define a 2D Voronoi diagram. In 3D, the problem is not that simple.
Our model shows also that 3D Voronoi diagram has to be defined as a set of
3D points connected by curvilinear segments—which can appear to be
impossible to derive due to sharp changes in direction.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure-plate 4.1 3D Surface Voronoi diagram; labeled (a) image represents the input list of input
triangles with their normal vertex vectors in white; labeled (b) to (f) images show the systematic
circular propagation. More than 250 000 cells are represented, and the total computational time
was less than 10 min

4.1.4
•
•
•
•

Rendering Statistics:

Input triangles: 50
Number of cells: approximately 250 000
Total computational time (CA and Rendering): less than 10 minutes
Number of CA steps: 110

Here are some interesting references related to surface painting as well as directly
Voronoi diagrams on 3D surface [Eck95, Han90].
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4.2

Corrosion and Patina Generation

One typical example of surface propagation is corrosion [Ver32, Fon87, New94]. A
rapid look will show that the corrosion is only at the object’s surface and generates
random spot patterns. But in fact, after a longer period of observation, we realize that
the corrosion not only propagates on the surface, but also inside the material itself.
Furthermore, these spots are not purely randomized, but more or less follow the path of
water flow [Gob97-2]—summarized in [Gob97-1]. Secondly, the corrosion always
makes regular circles if the region is continuously subjected to contamination. We may
also notice that even if the spread of corrosion appears to be identical, for each metal a
different kind of pattern exists [Hug91].

Cell’s Properties

8 input data

Behavior

Corrosion
expansion

Strategic
based
propagation

Data transmission

Cell’s Parameters
Name

Values / Range

In / Out flag

OUT_CELL
NO_MORE_CELL
NORMAL_CELL_COMP_IN
NORMAL_CELL_PART_IN
CORRODED_CELL_COMP_IN
CORRODED_CELL_PART_IN

Metallic thickness (t1)

A positive real number

Metallic material
Oxidation thickness (t2)

A positive real number

Oxidation material

Figure 4.5 Details of the corrosion CA cell structure

coefs.; eminante light influence; Specular exp.; opacity d1 and d2)

Precomputations Functions:

Surface random noise generated by midpoint deplacement technique

Change of status

data

Data References: Materials (Colorings; ambiant, diffuse and specular

Name

8 output data
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For the description of this model, we will present the corrosion cell structure
first, and then the special type of internal data communication. This will be
followed by the proposed solutions for rendering problems, and finally a
description of the resulting images on a copper cup.

4.2.1

Corrosion Cell Structure

Figure 4.5 summaries in detail the cell structure needed for simulating corrosion with
our CA model.

The main difference with the previous model is apparent, particularly the fact that in
this model both previous computations and material reference fields are needed to
complete the definition of the cell’s parameters.
Only one property (defining the cell’s behavior) is specified. We call this strategic
data propagation and it is described in the following section.

4.2.2

Internal Communication for Corrosion CA Model

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.6 Surface propagation strategy—main steps
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The “strategic” (attack/defense) cellular behavior uses as support the natural grid points
of the data structure, and a simple rule of strategy. This model has been found very
appropriate [Dor96-1] for simulating corrosion.
Figure 4.6 summarizes the main steps of the procedure.
(a) The first step often consists of determining resistant regions also called
“strong cells”. The selection of these regions can be randomized or can be
based on a pre-computed surface noise. For each CA a different choice is
possible. In the case of corrosion a more sophisticated technique would
consist of making the selection proportional to a pre-computed general
water path mask. As this forms part of our current research, the method
will be explored in a future paper.
(b) The second step consists of finding new potential seeds. Two parameters
control this step: the percentage of new seeds per unit of time, and the
maximum number of new seeds.
(c) The third step determines the data transfer from one cell to another or to
many others (up to a maximum of eight). Data have a “chance” of being
transmitted. This chance of state change can be controlled by the
following parameters:
• the ‘age’ of the offensive cell (older is stronger);
• the potential help (corroded neighbor cells) of the offensive;
• potential help of the defense (“strong” material cells);
• the maximum number of accessed cell can vary from 1 to 7 (and not
8);
•

to make pseudo spot regions, we adjust the 8 cardinal directions
using 3 x 3 Gaussian probability matrix;
The black arrows shown in Figure 4.6(c), describe one of the possible
data transmissions resulting here (as an example) by five data transfer
attempts and only three successes.

The combination of three above steps allows many interesting effects.
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(d) This figure shows one of the following possible steps where we notice the
rapid propagation in the potentially weak regions.

4.2.3

Problems / Solutions for Rendering Corrosion

4.2.3.a Structure Problem: Edge Thickness Correspondence

When the corrosion is very thin, we can simplify the rendering by assuming that its
thickness is null. However, when the object happens to be very corroded, the thickness
of the metallic layer can seriously decrease (but we do not consider the holes generated).
Moreover, the patina accumulation creates some strong visual effects. That is why we
decided not to approximate the thickness.
To achieve this, the main problem is once again on the edges: the thickness of one edge
input triangle is not always identical to that of its direct neighbor. Figure 4.7 presents
the problem with two input triangles (red & blue).
The lines (blue, red, and black) represent the final 3D surface. At the edges, we can see
the real surface shown in dotted lines. The average of these dotted lines (green stars)
generates the future edge to render (green line).

B1
C1
A2
A1 C
2

B2

Figure 4.7 Input triangle edge noise problem (figure 3.1)
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A critique on this technique is that the possible high frequency noise of the input
triangles will have a strong loss of variance, which upon close inspection reveals
unnatural edges. However, this occurs only very rarely.

4.2.3.b. Rendering Problem: Light Through Two Layers

As we said previously Section 4.2, we try to keep a simple and fast rendering method.
In the case of corrosion, a patina layer rises to the top of the metallic structure.
Obviously, this implies a more complex light behavior.
Because of the high quality of its results, the Kubelka-Monk [Kub31] light through
layers general model has received a large success in recent CG publications [Dor96-1,
Cod68]. However, due to the presence of two ‘unknown’ parameters (K, S), this method
is not very convenient. We will show that a general and complex model is not always
necessary to achieve natural results [Bar97].
A good question to consider is: what is the special behavior of light when it goes
through layers of material?
A simple approach is to answer: Its intensity decreases exponentially, depending on
the material’s opacity.
Therefore, the color resulting from the light going through two layers is only a function
of the respective thickness, opacity, and material color using the e-x function (Figure
4.8).

An important point is that we must first modify the original material colors of the two
layers according to the light model, and then compute the final color by our
light-through-layers method. This appears to be crucial for the image quality if the metal
is naturally very shiny (most metals are) and the patina thickness is very small (also true
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in most cases).
Figure 4.8 shows the light-intensity dependent upon the two-layer thickness. In (a) the
two layers have the same density, but (b) shows the same layers with different densities.
We can easily derive using surfaces – interpreted by integrals – the following
mathematical formula for the cellular color using double layers:

crgb =

lc1 ∫

t1 f o1

0

e − x dx + lc 2 ∫

∫

t1 f o1 + t 2 f o2

0

t1 f o1 + t 2 f o2

t1 d 1

e − x dx

e − x dx

Where lci is the result of the light function l(x) on a material color c, with thickness t and
the function f o = 1

1− o

(‘o’ standing for opacity) of the two layers. After integration,

development and re-gathering of the exponential term we simply obtain:
crgb =

(

)

lc1 + lc1 − lc 2 ⋅ e

− t1 f o 1

+ lc 2 ⋅ k

1+ k
− ( t1 f o 1 + t 2 f o 2 )

With k = −e
This approach has the advantages of both being simple, and giving good results;
coefficients are easy to find – layer-thicknesses are know and one’s material density
easy to found.

Light intensity

t1

Light intensity

t1.f(o1)

t2

t2.f(o2)

Thickness . f(Opacity)
Real thickness
(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8 Curve of e-x function showing; (a) only the thickness of the two layers and (b) multiplied
by a function of their respective opacities
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The general case with n layers is treated as an extension of this model at the general
Appendix B of this dissertation entitled “Rendering Notes” Section 1.

4.2.4 Corrosion CA Graphical Results

Figure-plate 4.2 Propagation of typical green patina on a copper cup (220,000 cells, total
computational time less than 20 minutes)
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Figure-plate 4.2 presents the progression of copper corrosion and its corresponding
typical green patina over a cup composed of less than 450 input triangles and over
220,000 cells.

Its progression seems also to be proportional to the exponential law of
population growth and the logistic curve also has no central symmetry
(Figure 4.9).
The first observation we make is that data saturation occurred many
times faster (the systematic propagation used for a 3D Voronoi diagram was
about 9 times faster). The second observation is that in this case the seeds
have very strong propagation difficulties at the beginning.

100%

950 steps
Figure 4.9 Percentage of cell change of state (using pure random strong cell selection) in
a scene composed of one simple object
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4.2.5

Rendering Statistics

• Input triangle: approximately 450.
• Number of cells: approximately 220 000.
• Total computational time (CA and Rendering): less than 20 minutes.
• Number of CA steps (up to Figure-plate 4.2(f)): 950.
As previously said, current renderings only uses the OpenGL Z-buffer; it would be very
interesting to use advanced rendering methods especially the “radiosity” [Doi99].

4.3 Implementation of Other Models

We can easily transfer all models that work on 2D regular grid into a 3D surface cellular
model. Again, the main problem is in designing cell data structure and functions.
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Appendices Specific to this Chapter 4

Appendix A State Transition Model
Let us define C as the set of cells of any main triangle of the CA, Cx being one of its
elements.

A.1

Corroded Cells
•
•

Assume that the initial corroded cells are predetermined randomly or by the user.
Let Sx,y(t) be the y state parameter of any Cx cell at position x at any time t:

S i ,mt (t + ∆t ) = S i ,mt (t ) − k1
∀i S i ,b (t ) = corroded →
S i ,ot (t + ∆t ) = S i ,ot (t ) − k 2
Considering

∀i S i ,mt (t ) ≤ 0 → S i ,b (t ) = non − existent
∀i Si, ot (t ) > k 3 → S i ,ot (t ) = k 3
with b the cell behavior, mt the metallic thickness, ot the oxide thickness and k1 and
k2 user-defined constants.

A.2

Corrosion Propagation
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•

We assume that the corrosion is propagated by corroded cells:

∀i S i ,b (t ) = corroded → ∃nVC nVC := V ( N (C i ))
with V the ‘number of valid (existing and non-corroded) cells’ function and N the
‘neighbor of’ function.
•

Let na be the number of ‘attacked’ cells:

n a := f 1 ( A (S i ,b (t )))

with A the ‘age of corroded cell’ function (proportional to the oxide thickness) and
f1 a user-defined function, e.g. f1 linearly increasing, with range [1,nVC].
•

Then

∀C i ∈ N (C o ) i ∈ [1, n a ]
 → S i ,b (t + ∆t ) := f 2 (C i (t ), set (C k (t ), C o (t )))
∀k ∈ N (C i )

f2 determines whether or not the Ci cell behavior has to be set to corroded. It first
determined the Ci cell defense (depending on the neighborhood cell, i.e. set(Ck),
behavior) and then the Co attack (proportional to its age). Finally, if the attack is
greater than the defense, the Ci cell becomes corroded.
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Appendix B General Algorithm for our CA Model

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Verify completeness of object;
For each triangle, generate oriented projections on identical cell grid;
Produce surface noise (if requested by cell definition);
Create ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ regions (if requested by cell definition);
Define the individual cell behavior definition for this surface CA (user);
Generate CA up to (user’s choice):

•
•

no more possible data transfer through CA;
or a specific number of iterations;
6.1 Iterate one step of data transfer through the CA;
6.2 Record animation (optional)
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5. Hybrid 3DSCA

In this chapter, we begin by briefly describing the purpose of hybrid-3DSCA and give a
small definition. We then present two types of natural simulations using hybrid-3DSCA,
a general model for crack patterns over layers, and a peeling model.

5.1 Hybrid 3DSCA Definition and Purpose
Until now, for the presented applications, simple and direct 3DSCA were sufficient to
define the natural phenomena to simulate. In many applications, however, a single
3DSCA is extremely difficult to define, and even sometimes about impossible. To solve
this problem we couple a 3DSCA with other parallel models. We call this coupling
hybrid-3DSCA.

To show the wide range and power of this method, we present two very different types
of hybrid-3DSCA.
The fist example is a general model for the propagation of crack and generation of
typical material crack patterns over a solid first layer. This simulation is the result of the
coupling between a 3DSCA and a module-based model, which are respectively the
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object data-structure representation and stress field maintenance and the behavior of
cracks’ tips.

The following figure 5.1 presents the relationship between the 3DSCA and its parallel
model in the specific case of our hybrid-3DSCA Crack model

Figure 5.1 Relationship stress vs. cracks in the fracture hybrid-CA model

The detail about this relationship is described in Section 5.2.
Important note

This model was first presented at the international conference CGI’2000 (Computer
Graphics International held in Geneva, Switzerland) in June 2000. Being rated as one
of the best paper of the conference, its revised and increased version was selected for an
international publication as a special review of the Visual Computer journal with the
title of “Crack Pattern Simulation Based on 3D Surface Cellular Automata” by
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Stéphane Gobron and Norishige Chiba. The following section 5.2 is the restitution of
this full paper.
The second example Section 5.2 is the visualization of the peeling. Notice that this
natural phenomenon typically derives from the generation of cracks: as a layer of
various material types—artificial (e.g. plastic, painting…), mineral (e.g. sometimes
layer of dry mud), as well as organic (e.g. tree’s skin)—has been cracked often, the
peeling of this layer occurs.
The main steps to determine peeling-groups(*) is presented in figure 5.2. We can in
particular notice that the main loop consists of calling classical CA function as well as
recursive CA-function(*).

Figure 5.2 Main steps of the peeling hybrid-CA model

Important note

As well as most of this thesis dissertation, this peeling model is also the restitution of an
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article entitled “Peeling simulation using 3D surface cellular automaton” by Stéphane
Gobron and Norishige Chiba. This paper has been submitted to the EuroGraphics 2001
international conference held in Manchester, United Kingdom.
( )

* Refer to section 5.3 for details and definitions of these two terms.
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5.2

First example:
Crack Simulation using Hybrid-3DSCA

This large section (about 40 pages) describes a method for modeling the propagation of
cracks on any 3D surface. This method allows about any type of cracks on any type of
triangulated 3D object. Our model’s main advantage is that it proposes a semi-physical
solution, making it at the same time user controllable and easily extensible. We first
introduce the general development of cracks. We then propose our original model of
spectrum stress, followed by the description of the mutual interaction between cracks
and stresses. Then, we describe special rendering techniques including the
multi-thickness anti-aliased linked segment method and the crack mirror special effect.
The last section first proposes intermediate graphical results that review the whole
model, and second presents a set of different crack patterns using various types of
material such as concrete, ceramic, mud, and glaze.

5.2.1

Introduction

Nowadays one of the main topics in the field of Computer Graphics (CG) is the
realization of realistic texturing on the surface of 3D objects. This article describes a
method for modeling the propagation of many types of cracks on any 3D surface. In this
section, we first summarize the literature of the domain, then deduce the improvements
to be done –the basis for our model—, and present how to achieve it.
Concerning the physic of fractures, we advices the reading of these references at
least for general concepts [Dav79, Ter88, Bro91, Lut91, And95, Dri96].
The background of this research can generally be subdivided into two main domains.
On the one hand, physical approaches propose realistic models but are largely restricted
by huge computational times and (often) poor resulting images. We only cite as example
some of the best articles on this field: modeling inelastic deformation [Ter88],
simulation of 3D crack [Hir00], generation of crack patterns with a physical model
[Hir98], experimental study on mud crack patterns [Nef99], animation of fracture by
physical modeling [Nor91], fracture in microsphere monolayers studies by experiment
and computer simulation [Skj88], exploding object [Maz99] and recently in
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SIGGRAPH’99, graphical modeling and animation of brittle fracture [Obr99]. For the
purpose of clarity, we would like to point out the main differences with this remarkable
article. Object’s fracture in 3D is certainly much more impressive than the propagation
of cracks on 3D surfaces. Nevertheless, it doesn’t serve the same purposes. In particular,
we describe that in our model the range of materials and generated crack patterns are
multiples, that cracks start, evaluate, interact, and stop through time, that their velocities
and curvature depend on their history, and especially that no external force is needed to
generate them.

On the other hand, other models often called “faking models” (see [Bar97] for an
excellent explanation of the need of “fake” in CG), such as texture mapping techniques,
are very convenient, as they are easy to implement, quick to compute, and give
impressive results. Nevertheless mappings also generate many limitations as they
require large texturing libraries, mapping orientation is often difficult, scaling and
resolution problems arise, texturing continuities at edges are inconsistent most of the
time, and real 3D texturing extension is about impossible.
For example, one of the most recent publications on “ultra-realistic” texturing using
mapping texture proposes a general approach on “reflectance and texture of real-world
surface” [Dan99]. Still, faking approaches are simple and indeed efficient models to
simulate continuous crack using slopes attraction as showed by “a behavioral model of
cracks and its applications to CG” [Chi91].
CG requires automatic textural effects that do not exhibit these limitations and that
can be intuitive enough to be implemented and computed. Unfortunately, the literature
in this particular area remains very limited. Models showing very interesting results for
automatic texturing simulation –e.g. metallic patina [Dor96-1], dust accumulation
[Hus95], surface imperfection [Won97]—have only been published since about 1994.
More recently, we proposed a more general approach introduced for 2.5D in [Gob97-2]
and detailed in 3D in [Gob99-4, summarized in Gob98-1-2 and Gob99-1] using 3D
surface Cellular Automata (CA) (see [Cha97, Cod68, Nor91] for CA theories). CA can
be very useful in visual simulation because we can identify the object not only as a set
of polygons covering the visible surface, but as a set of material layers –themselves
subdivided into regular cells with independent behaviors. This allows the object to
become dynamic: it becomes alive through time.
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Articles or books referring to CA in CG are relatively easy to find, e.g. [Fle95, Fow92,
Ros79, Stan86, Ste80, Tak95, Tur91, Pres79], but the ones dealing specifically with
surface CA for generating automatic texturing are fairly rare [Tha86]. Thus, this field
remains largely open for new discoveries.
For more explanations and classification of most of the articles previously cited, please
refer to [Gob99-4].

Based on our 3D CA model we present a solution for simulating realistic propagation of
various types of cracks. The crack propagation is automatically generated using an
original “intuitive-physical” approach. “Physical” because, seen from a CG scientist’s
point of view, this model can appear quite theoretical, and “intuitive” because in reality
our model is very far from being realistic –from a physicist’s point of view, of
course—and therefore remains intuitive.

Overview

This half-chapter (5.2) is organized as follows.
Section 5.2.2 gives an overview about cracks and stress, explaining what cracks are
and why they appear. Section 5.2.3 defines our stress model –the causes of cracks. In
5.2.3(a), we first propose an intuitive notion, called spectral stress, for simulating the
stress occurring at each cell, and then present a solution for the average spectrum
showing its pre-computation, introducing a method for simulating the material elasticity
(see Stress Relaxation). Sub-section 5.2.3(b) deals with the average stress spectrum.
Section 5.2.4 discusses crack generation and propagation. We first define in 5.2.4(a)
how to determine crack module’s (CM’s) orientation and propagation, and then show
–in 5.2.4(b)—how CM’s release the stress field surrounding their path in our model.
The rendering—Section 5.2.5—is presented as an extension of a previous work on
surface CA. Sub-section 5.2.5(a) presents a technique for a better visual effect of the
crack’s patterns (using an anti-aliased segment). Sub-section 5.2.5(b) proposes a
solution to the transparent layers problem of where shadows and light effects appear.
Section 5.2.6 first verifies the advantages of this model with the description of
pre-computation results and resulting images. We conclude this section with a brief
description of potential research and expansion of this work.
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5.2.2

General Concepts of Stresses and Cracks

Before explaining anything about our model for generating the propagation of cracks
through 3D surface CA, we review some general and simple considerations: What are
cracks? Why do cracks happen? What are stresses or stress-fields? How can they be
represented? What is one of the most important achievements of the crack simulation?
A crack is the systematic breaking of material liaisons (connections) through a
continuous but sometimes non-derivable line. Its shapes vary depending on material
(see Figure 5.3), object’s geometry, and potential outside constraints.

Figure 5.3 Example of real crack pattern (a) mud (b) concrete (c) glaze

(first layer) and ceramic (second layer) (d) plastic painting

A crack appears when the internal stresses (tensions) of a material are greater than the
material resistance: A solid liaison first breaks under the stress, then the neighbor, and
so on, like springs would do in a domino fashion.
Then what is a stress and what is the difference existing with a stress-field? Stresses
arise as the material deforms. We define one stress as being the set of multi-directional
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tensions that exist in a material per infinitely small unit size; it can be a compressive
stress or tensile stress or both, depending on the direction. A stress field is the set of
stresses over an entire region, surface, or 3D object (note that it is not the sum).
It is difficult to represent a stress –especially in 3D—as it can go in any direction with
various intensities. In our case, we are working on 3D surface layers, which gives us an
excellent advantage. The surface being much bigger than the thickness of the layer, we
assume that the dimension orthogonal to the surface can be ignored. Experimentations
tend to show (but not prove) that the thickness of layers should not much exceed the cell
size dimension so that the crack initialization, orientation, and velocity predictability
stay valid. However, this problem of resolution is solved by the local cell subdivision
described in the crack model description. Figure 5.4, schema (a) is a possible intuitive
representation of a stress at a very small material region. Remark that the tension in one
direction must be equal to the opposite one (see black double arrow). Therefore the
graph has a central symmetry, and is represented in figure 5.4, schema (b). This
theoretical stress spectrum is simplified as shown in Section 3.

Figure 5.4 Stress representation per surface area (a) example of tension (stress) at a point and
(b) corresponding spectrum

A strong relationship exits between stress and cracks. We think that mastering this
relationship is the key to generating (and even simulating or predicting) any type of
cracks on any type of material. This Section 5.2 does not pretend to solve this very
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complicated physics problem, but proposes an initial attempt to simulate very roughly
and intuitively this problem, the recursive function between crack and stress (as
schematized in figure 5.5).

Figure 5.5 Main problematic: the relationship between stress and cracks

For further explanation of the physics of cracks, please refer to Elementary Engineering
Fracture Mechanics [Bro91], Mechanical Behavior of Ceramics [Dav7],

5.2.3

Stress Model

Our model for generating crack patterns is based on a “semi-realistic” crack behavior
approach. We consider it “semi-realistic” because it uses simple physical and material
properties, keeping in mind the realities of the computer. The domain where the cracks
evolve is a 3D surface CA –mainly described in [Gob99-4]—, with the important
restriction that we do not consider the stress interaction between layers. The crack
simulation can therefore be applied to any 3D object that can be simulated with layers,
i.e., the input object has an inside volume that this crack model doesn’t interact with,
and its layers are non-null. Most objects satisfy this definition (e.g., any revolution
object, most ceramic and metallic objects covered by paint), however applying our
model to, for instance, a piece of rock is not possible, for the result becomes
inconsistent.

We logically begin the description of our model by the presentation of stress, as it is the
cause of the cracks. The following section details our model for simulating the stress
that occurs on the 3D surface layers.
After briefly showing the reasoning used to derive the concept of Stress Spectrum,
we describe our stress model structure in Section 3.1: how it is pre-computed and what
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is the need for, and relation between, material elasticity and the stress field. Then –in
Section 3.2—we present a solution for the generation of cracks by stress.
Our first approach to approximating the stress was to define it as a single 2D vector.
This solution seemed to be very convenient, as it was easy to implement and gives the
main direction of the stress as well as its intensity. However, by definition, a vector
cannot represent multiple directions; this model was therefore too simple for
representing the stress. We then studied what we call “elliptic stress representation”
which consisted of two orthogonal vectors. However, this model generates too many
problems when trying to solve the stress linear average (see Sub-section 3.2, paragraph
Average Spectrum), and it approximates too much the real tension orientations.
Keeping in mind that at the same time the stress representation should follow the CA
grid—for low computational cost—, and allow multiple stress directions, we found a
convenient model that we call stress spectrum, which is described in the next paragraph.

5.2.3.a Stress Spectrum

As mentioned, this model of stress spectrum is set on a 3D surface CA and we assume
that for each cell of a surface layer, a stress field is defined. To minimize the amount of
memory and optimize the stress intensity computation, and as the surface for each cell is
a square, the eight Cartesian directions define the stress spectrum (see Figure 5.6 (a)
and (b)).

Figure 5.6 Stress Spectrum graphical representation (a) one cell, one stress (b) stress field (c)
stress spectrum
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In the following paragraphs, we first describe how to compute the stress spectrum and
detail an intensity problem concerning surface discontinuity, and then we present a
simple and efficient method for simulating the material elasticity property.


Stress Spectrum Intensities Computation

In nature, most of the cracks do not appear with shock or collision. For example, art’s
ceramics will generate their typical cracks patterns due to strong differences in
temperature; clays as well as paintings will do so, due to the drying process. That is why
external forces are not taken into account directly, and the stress is computed depending
on the surface geometry and the material.
The assumption we make is that each of the stress directional intensities is
proportional to the difference of opposite cell layer thickness and to the layer curvature
in this direction. We immediately notice that for such a spectrum model only four angles
are required – from zero to π:

(0),  π ,  π ,  3π 
4 2  4 

A special case happens when it is not directly possible to find the direct cell’s neighbor
–i.e., cells at the border of the object polygons are not regularly aligned. In this case, we
find the nearest cell on the neighboring facet by comparing the distance between their
respective centers (see CA [Gob99-4] for details of the facet to facet cell access model).
An exception occurs when the angle between the neighbor’s layer and the current
cell’s layer is about zero. As our previous CA model required using only triangles, any
object’s complex facet polygons has to be subdivided into sets of triangles. Then even if
the same surface noise is assigned to each triangle of the same layer, discontinuities
arise at edges. Figure 5.7 illustrates this problem and the corresponding solution. Note
that this fix solves the stress high intensity discontinuity problem that occurs relatively
rarely (at most once per thousands cells).
Schema (a) presents the side view of two neighboring layers with parallel facets; we
can see that the noise of the thickness is the same, but to keep continuity between the
two layers, their surfaces have been forced to match (using average thickness). Schema
(b) shows the derivative of the thickness (which is equivalent to the stress intensity in
our model); we can observe in its middle an incorrect “jump” in intensity. Schema (c)
shows the corrected stress computation: We set to null the stress spectrum at the edge of
same plan facets. This technique allows us to artificially eliminate sudden gaps of stress
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intensity that could generate unnatural crack patterns, but also creates unnatural null
stress spectrums at some edge regions. Fortunately, this drawback is attenuated by the
material elasticity described in the following paragraph.

Figure 5.7 Discontinuity surface problem generating gaps in stress intensity



Stress Relaxation

After the stress pre-computation for all cells, very large differences of spectrum
intensity, as well as artificial null stress spectrum regions, appear (due to the
discontinuity in geometric texture from facet to facet). In nature, any material has an
elasticity coefficient that permits it to share tension at any point with its neighboring
structure. This coefficient varies according to the material, and is almost null for some
ceramics, but very large for materials such as rubber. We simulate this phenomenon in
our model just after the stress spectrum initial pre-computation with the following
algorithm.

Figure 5.8 consecutive stress relaxations
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For each type of material, we assign two parameters that are the elasticity loop eL, and
the elasticity sharing percentage eS. Then for each layer l, we do a loop from 1 to eL,l,
and for each cell C we share eS percent of the difference with the average n neighbors
that are inferior to the intensity of C. Figure 5.8 depicts the idea, and more information
concerning these parameters can be found in appendix A.
The following formula summarizes the algorithm with:
∗ Sigma being the “sharing intensity”;
∗ Current cell C at coordinate (x, y);
∗ Function inf() being the test for tensor intensity inferiority compared to the current
cell intensity (see sub-section 4-Crack “Birth”, for more explanation on this
function);
∗ (i, j) parameters for the neighboring cell (i and j from –1 to 1 without (0,0) case).
∗

σ ( k )t +1
x 
 x+i 
, l  & inf C( k2 )t +1 = inf C( k2 ),t + 1
k1 :  , l  & k2 : 
n
y 
y+ j 

(

)

(

)

∑ inf (C )
n

σ ( k )t +1 = 1 − eP ⋅

( k2 ) t

k =1

1

n

Effects over the stress field are presented Figure-Plate 5.1 and Figure-Plate 5.2.
Now that we have computed the stress field on the entire object surface, a final
consideration has to be described before starting to generate cracks: the inter-cell stress
spectrum.

5.2.3.b Average Stress Spectrum

As we will see in Section 4, cracks have to be much more precise than cells, thus, to
avoid sudden changes of stress intensity, we need a method to know the stress field not
only at a cell region but also at any position between the cells. We assume that the stress
field is linearly continuous which allows us to compute the average stress by a bilinear
interpolation.
Figure 5.7 expresses graphically the result on a stress spectrum with a horizontal
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coefficient of 40% and a vertical one of 20%. We can see that the resulting stress
spectrum (in black) is much more alike the nearest cell’s one (in green).

Figure 5.9 Computation of the average stress spectrum at any position: (a) of the surrounding four
stresses, (b) corresponding stress spectrums, (c) resulting average stress spectrum

We have defined the stress field at any position of the 3D multi-layer CA. From this
solid basis, we can (Section 4) detail how the cracks are generated on the object surface.

5.2.4

Crack Modules (CM)

Crack propagation is determined by the systematic stress release of all the unstable cells
of the input object. We define as “unstable cells” the ones that contain at least one stress
directional intensity stronger than the material resistance mR (see Material Properties
Table 5.1 appendix A). To make the crack pattern even more realistic, the size of the
crack depends on the stress release.

5.2.4.a Crack “Birth”

The initial step consists of making a dynamic list of all the unstable cells arranged in
decreasing stress intensity order. All these cells try to make a crack, but sometimes a
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priority crack releases some neighboring region that is also listed as a weaker potential
crack. That is why before selecting a new crack from the top of the list, we must first
reorder the list. As stress spectrums allow more than one direction, it seems impossible
to re-order the potential cracks.
To solve this problem, one has to remember that a crack is generated by the stress
spectrum direction that has the highest intensity. That is why we order the potential
crack according to the highest intensity of the corresponding stress spectrum.
As a crack can develop in multiple directions, to every crack is associated a set of what
we call “crack modules” (CM). A CM is one of the crack’s heads, e.g. when tearing a
piece of paper only one CM is produced. In our case, a crack cannot be generated with a
single CM as we are working on a surface that has no beginning or end. –We can
conclude that it is not possible to simulate the tearing of a piece of paper with our
model.
In fact, as we previously said in the introduction of Section 3, a filled object cannot
be simulated, and it may be surprising but indeed a piece of paper is a filled object!
Note that the reordering of the potential cracks also occurs after each step of the current
CM’s movement since they have released some stress, and the potential crack list is
modified.
Determining the initial crack direction is not trivial as stress spectrums have more than
two directional intensities. That is why we assume that a crack begins always with at
least two directions, as suggested by [Ito98]. Four types of crack are defined as follow:
• “I”, the most common, consists of 2 CM’s, that are initially propagated in the
opposite direction;
• “T” crack type consists of 3 CM’s, with 2 of them similar to the “I” type, and the last
orthogonal to the others;
• “Y” crack type consists of 3 CM’s too, but their initial directions form regular angles
of 120º;
• “X” type is extremely rare and consists of 4 CM’s with orientations form regular
angles of 90º.
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(More details on these initial crack directions can be found in Table 3—Ap. D).

5.2.4.b CM Movement

Each CM moves on its material layer, releasing the stress orthogonal to its path (Section
4.2). Its first orientation follows the higher stress release. For every time-step each CM
is influenced by the current surrounding stress spectrum that is computed using the
method explained Section 3.2. It then changes its orientation or even sometimes
subdivides itself, generating a fork as shall be seen later.
This subsection details the individual development of a CM, which induces the
desired crack path. We first define some general movement rules, and then explain what
we call the “kinetic potential” of CM’s. From this basis, we describe a CM’s initial
direction and change of orientation, its movement and finally the storing of its path in
the data structure of the CA.



CM Movement Rules

Here are the main rules for a correct development of a CM:
• CM’s maneuver on the surface of the cellular object;
• CM’s always stay on the same layer, but as the surface can have holes (see CA
[Gob99-4]) different CM’s can be propagated through different layers at the same
time (this usually happens when the two layers have similar property);
• In their movements, CM’s set the encountered cells to a cracked cell status;
• CM’s are terminated if:
∗ They encounter a new cell which already has a cracked status –this rule simplifies
the costly collision test problem from O(n.ln(n)) to O(2n));
∗ Their “Kinetic potential” reaches zero (see next paragraph);
• CM’s move with a step that must be inferior to the cell size.
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CM Kinetic Potential

We attribute a kinetic potential to each CM. This property allows CM’s not to stop –and
therefore be terminated—on any minor obstacle. Note that this gives the curve a
smoothness that is difficult to control. It becomes either an advantage for the crack
simulations of many ceramics (smooth or linear propagation), or a disadvantage for
material crack simulation, such as for mud, which requires very irregular cracks.
This kinetic potential is simulated by an accumulation of stress. We attribute directly
a certain percentage p of the maximum stress from the encountered cell’s stress intensity.
When this kinetic potential is below a certain threshold (about zero), the crack module
stops.


CM Orientation

In the stress relaxation pre-computation section we introduced the layer’s elasticity
property. In this paragraph we present the primary material property that makes CM
change from one orientation into another: the tolerance to stress.
All materials have a tolerance to stress, allowing for each unit surface—in our case
each cell—a maximum tension to exist in any direction. If this limit is exceeded in one
or more directions, it must be released so that the object becomes “stable” at this cell:
cracks are generated.

Material tolerance

d

Stress spectrum

(a)

(b)
Figure 5.8 Material tolerance vs. Stress spectrum

(c)
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The following Figure 5.8 shows the stress spectrum located in two different materials –
the red circle showing the resistance of the respective material and the red double
arrows pointing at the maximum locals:
In Figure 5.8 (a), none of the stress spectrum (red) intensity is superior to the material
tolerance (blue). In this case, the corresponding cell cannot generate a crack; CM’s can
go through it, but their kinetic potential decreases. In Figure 5.8 (b), the stress is
superior to the material tolerance in one direction. This cell shall generate a crack if its
stress intensity is not reduced by a neighboring crack. Figure 5.8 (c) presents a case
where more than one stress direction is superior to the material tolerance. We assume
that only the strongest one influences the CM direction.

A special –and very rare—case occurs when two stress directions have an intensity
difference d inferior to a small value (ε). The crack subdivides itself into a “fork” at this
position as described in Figure 5.10.

CMleft

d< ε

π/3

π/3
CMright
Figure 5.10 Subdivision of a CM (“crack fork”)

The blue disk and the red regions describe respectively the material stress tolerance and
the average stress at this position. In dark green, the oriented dot line represents the
CM’s path before the fork, and the half-dot arrow its current orientation. The new CM’s,
left (light green) and right (light blue), have three components: the light arrows show
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their new orientation, the bolt arrow the influencing stress, and dot lines show the
potential CM movement. As graphically described, the new CM’s orientations always
make an angle of π/3 with the current orientation.



CM Paths

The following Figure 5.12 summarizes the main steps for determining our goal: the CM
paths.
Schema (a), (b) and (c) show the change of kinetic potential and module orientation;
Schema (d) presents the possible set of directional influences through time due to local
stress. Note that they always follow the 8 Cartesian directions;
Schema (e) shows the corresponding crack path, step by step; note that the resulting
path does not specifically follow the 8 Cartesian directions as CM’s are influenced by
an inertia percentage (Iip);

Figure 5.12 Determination of the crack path
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Schema (f) proposes a linked-segments solution for simplifying the crack path using a
simple change of angle test (CSa). The smaller the angle is, the better the resulting

crack pattern, but the higher the computational and memory cost.
Schema (g) shows the possible resulting crack widths along the CM path. These widths
are proportional to the total stress intensity released and tend to reach the mcw value

(see Section 5, Figure 12, and Appendix A)
The last schema (h) presents a possible grid superposed on the linked-segment. We later
use this grid to compute an anti-aliasing simulation of the linked-segment. All this is
detailed in the rendering in Section 5 and Appendix B.

The key to the generation of crack is the release of the stress contained in the material,
and this is what is described in the following sub-section.

5.2.4.c Cracks Modify Stress

In the previous section we have shown how stress-fields generate crack paths. To make
our model well balanced, we propose a solution to simulate the stress release
surrounding CM paths.
At each sub-movement of the CM, stress is released on both side areas (hence
perpendicularly to its path direction). These areas release the stress field up to a distance
d with a “release intensity” dependant on the material properties, the crack thickness,
and the distance between the stress released region and the crack path (so that it linearly
decreases). To compute this stress release, we use the anti-aliased multi-thickness
linked-segment algorithm (described in general Appendix B) as a mask with only one
segment –the micro-crack—, no cell subdivision, and thickness of d.
This technique is illustrated in figure 5.13, where the ideal crack path is a black
oriented dot line, the CM steps are thick green segments, and the stress relaxation area
(here, for purposes of simplification, its length is constant) is shown in shading from
green (100%) to white (0%).
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Figure 5.13 Releasing stress around the crack path

A disadvantage of this method is that occasionally if a crack head turns suddenly, some
cells do not receive stress release. The cell denoted with a star (*) shows this problem in
Figure 5.13. Fortunately, this non-frequent problem does not really alter the visual
effect.
The interesting consequence of this algorithm is the mutual interaction between
crack and stress: stress generates cracks, cracks modify the stress, stress then modifies
cracks, etc…

5.2.5

Rendering

Cracked layers cannot be rendered using the previously described method [Gob99-4]
based on triangle strip reconstitution as the crack path is much more precise than the
cell size.
In this section, we propose a method to render the crack path stored as a chain segment
–with independent thickness—on 3D surfaces using cellular multi-layers. The following
section describes a method, taking into account complex 3D surfaces, for rendering
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precisely the crack path. (Note that we still use for the rendering the OpenGL z-buffer
[Nei93]).

5.2.5.a Anti-aliased Multi-thickness Linked-Segment

Anti-aliasing theories in CG have previously been treated in many aspects. Our model is
specific –3D surface cellular, multi-layers, and linked-segment with multi thicknesses,
frequent data structure change—, which is why we briefly describe it in this sub-section.
It is relatively complex to manage real 3D intersections of projected multiple cracks
on 3D surface cellular layers. Therefore, for simulating this projection, we decided to
use an approximation based on anti-aliasing technique. It has the advantages of
retaining good visual characteristics, while having a data structure for supporting
frequent changes. Our model subdivides the cracked cell, and we then use these
micro-cells to apply our specific anti-aliasing model.
Table 5.2 (see Appendices) summarizes the main steps for computing an anti-aliased
linked-segment, projected on a triangle layer using line (segment) clippings. The sum of
the lengths (δl) of the clipped segments gives a good approximation of the double
integration needed to find the anti-aliasing.

Figure 5.14 Cell subdivision data structure
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The previous Figure 5.14 shows an example of the resulting cell subdivision data
structure. In this simple example, linked-segment thicknesses decrease constantly, cells
are subdivided into 6 x 6 micro-cells, and the triangle layer covers a cell array of 6 x 4
only.
The micro-cells in gray are the ones used for the anti-aliasing (not shown in this figure
but see Figure-Plate 5.3). Note that the pink micro-cells do not belong to this triangle
layer and thus have to be ignored. In theory, the corresponding area should be computed
in the neighboring triangle layer, but as these phenomena are extremely rare, we
disregard them.

5.2.5.b Inner Layer Crack Mirror Effect Special Rendering

Sometimes the crack width is extremely thin, yet the path of the crack is obvious. This
visual phenomenon is especially observed in the crack pattern ceramic art. If we keep
our model as it is, when rendering one of these ceramic objects, something seems to be
missing: cracks thickness being very small, resulting patterns become about invisible.
This section 5.2 proposes one possible extension of the crack pattern simulation using
3D surface cellular automaton general model [Gob99-4] that specifically resolves the
problem of crack mirror special effect over multi-layer objects.



Inner Layer Crack Mirror Effect

Figure 5.15 presents this effect commonly known in the field of ceramic art. Figure
5.15(a) shows an example of crack pattern over the first glaze layer of a ceramic cup.

The enlarged area (see Figure 5.15(b)), demonstrates that what seem to be cracks are in
reality the shadow and light reflection of them. Figure 5.15(c) presents a graphical
interpretation of this phenomenon: the beige area and the dark areas being respectively
the light reflections and the shadows.
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Figure 5.15 Example of real ceramic mirror effect

The following Figure 5.16 presents in detail the layer’s side view.

Figure 5.16 Crack mirror effect (side view)

The refraction of the light at the surface between two surfaces 1 and 2 is defined by the
Snell’s law (1) with corresponding indices of refraction n1 and n2:

n1 ⋅ sin α1 = n2 ⋅ sin α 2



(1)

Resolving the Crack Mirror Effect Problem

To generate this mirror effect, we attempt to shade the surrounding of the cracks all over
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the cellular surface using the multi-thickness linked segment anti-aliasing method
presented in [Chi91].
In completely shadowed regions, cracks seem not to exist. Therefore, the first task is to
define on which facet of the object this special effect occurs (see figure 5.17).

Figure 5.17 Facet and light orientations and position

The conditions are then defined by:
Λ CP1 ⋅ nΦ < 0
“Sun”
v ⋅n < 0
type lights Λ Φ

“Spot” type
lights

Our main task consists in finding the symmetrical distance d of the light and shadow.
We know that this distance is cast by the crack and projected onto the surface of the
second layer.
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Figure 5.18 Geometrical interpretation

Figure 5.18 proposes the following geometric interpretation:
Equations (2) propose a solution to find the distance d.
r
′
C P 1 = C P 1 + N Φ ⋅ t CP 1

α 2 = sin −1 (sin α 1 / refraction Index )

(

)

(

r
r
r
r
⇒ V Λ ′ = rot V Λ , (α 1 − α 2 ) around N Φ ∧ V Λ

′

(Λ ′ ) =  CrP1 
 VΛ ′ 
L = (Λ ′ ) ∩ (Φ )
⇒ d = projection : L a (C )

)

(2)

We can especially notice that the accurate computation of the refraction involves very
high computational cost (division, inverse sin, vector product, etc). That is why we have
studied a more efficient solution well adapted to the Computer Graphics realities.
We first rewrite the problem as if no refraction phenomenon occurred—see d’ in figure
5.18. Equations (3) show the solution to the simplified problem. Finally, to avoid
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computational errors on small angles and to simulate the refraction phenomenon, we
deaden d into d’ using for example, one of the two functions shown Equations (4).

r
'
C P 1 = C P 1 + N Φ ⋅ t CP 1
 C P1 ' 

Λ = 

 VΛ 
L = (Λ ) ∩ (Φ )

d = projection : L a (C )

5.2.6

d'= T.
(3)

d'= T.

d
1+ d
d

(4)

1+ d2

Results

Because the model is reasonably complex and a study of the rendering is not the
purpose of this section, we have preferred to present here a graphical summary of the
main steps we have described in this model, showing the correct behavior and
possibilities of this crack model. (Note that more various resulting crack patterns are
presented at http://www-cg.cis.iwate-u.ac.jp/~stephane).
This section is organized as follows:
The first step is the pre-computation of the stress field. Figure-Plate 5.1 and
Figure-Plate 5.2 show the material elasticity and the resulting stress field over a
relatively complex object.
The second step— Figure-Plate 5.3—presents the release of the stress contained in
the material layers.
Figure-Plate 5.4 deals with the last step: anti-aliasing and cell subdivision.
Figure-Plate 5.5 demonstrates the main property of our model with the mutual
interaction of two cracks. Finally, Figure-Plate 5.6 to Figure-Plate 5.12 proposes the
possible resulting crack patterns using different types of materials (ceramic, mud,
painting, glaze), some opaque, some semi-transparent, over the surface layer of simple
or relatively complex objects.

[Please notice that all results—CA and graphical— (except for the last plate) were
computed and rendered on a SGI Indigo2TM workstation, with 195 MHz CPU R10000,
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and 375 MB RAM; Figure-Plate 5.9 was generates using a SGI Origin with a MHz
CPU 225 MHz R10000 and about 1 GB RAM]

5.2.6.a Stress Field Pre-Computation

Figure-Plate 5.1 Change in material property over a tetrahedron after 1, 7 and 100 steps with
ep = 30%

Figure-Plate 5.1 and 5.2 demonstrates our model’s ability to simulate material elasticity
over a tetrahedron and a ‘complex’ object (1908 input triangles –from S O F T I M A G
ETM –http://www.softimage.com— subdivided into 412029 cells with our 3D surface
CA model).
Figure-Plate 5.2 image (a) presents the 1200 input triangles, and (b) the corresponding
stress field all over the object.
Images (c) to (f) propose four types of material showing a local stress field—from the
upper part of the front right leg of the tiger (shaded image (b)).
Image (c) being the original stress field (initially computed with the method described
in Section 3.1), we derive three other types of material’s elasticity. In (d) and (f),
material shares 50% of their stresses with their neighbors, and in (e) and (f) material
repeats 15 times the sharing process (see Figure 5.8).
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Figure-Plate 5.2 Material elasticity over a fairly complex object

Therefore, (d) loses in intensity but not in frequency—which is quite difficult to notice
in the presented figure because, for graphical visibility purpose, stress spectrum
intensities are attenuated by a logarithmic function for each rendering of a new object.
In contrast (e) loses mainly in frequency, and we can especially notice the difference in
stress field between the initial (c) and the extreme cases (f): the first is very chaotic
while the last is much more harmonious.
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5.2.6.b Stress Release

Figure-Plate 5.3 Progressive stress release parallel and inversely proportional to the distance to the
crack path

Figure-Plate 5.3 is the actual stress release of a region stress field due to the movement
of a CM. The first image (a) is the initial stress field. Images (b) to (e) are four steps
(over 9 in reality) of the CM animation. Finally, the image (f) shows the elimination of
stress spectrum inside a 100% crack region.
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As the CM exists as a visible entity, we have superimposed on the scanned pictures
some interesting data. The red linked-segment is the possible crack path in this
direction; the red dots on the stresses indicate whether or not stress spectrum have been
affected by the release; blue rectangles represent the main areas where stress is released
parallel to the crack’s path and inversely proportional to the distance to the crack.
This method is essential to determine how the stress field is modified, as illustrated by
the evolution from image (a) to (e). Note that in (a) the set of stresses is more or less
continuous in all directions making a harmonious field, while in (b) residual stresses
near the crack are parallel to the path. Later (see Figure-Plate 5.5), because of this
parallel arrangement, other CM’s will change their directions in such a way that they
make an angle of 90°, more or less –depending on the CM velocity.

5.2.6.c Anti-Aliasing of Linked-Segment

Figure-Plate 5.4 Multiple choice of anti-aliasing micro-cell subdivision

Figure-Plate 5.4 presents the result of the anti-aliasing method summarized in Table
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5.2 with a 16x16 micro-cell grid. It shows six different types of anti-aliasing for
simulating linked-segment. The three columns of result show the possible types of side
view curves: linear, concave, and convex. The first row presents direct result—type ‘V’.
The second row proposes a type ‘U’ central saturation—here of 50%—making
linked-segments looking darker (note the very light difference between pictures of this
last row).

5.2.6.d Mutual Interaction Between Cracks

Figure-Plate 5.5 Mutual interaction between two parallel type “I” cracks on a regular stress field

The last (for the testing) Figure-Plate 5.5 demonstrates our main goal, the mutual
interaction between cracks on one facet of a tetrahedron with regular stress field
(pulling 90% up-down and 10% left-right). Image (a) shows two cracks of type “I”
regularly releasing stresses on both of their sides. When the cracks move toward each
other (see Image (b)), their respective orientations (and then velocities) are modified. In
image (c), the bottom crack is attracted increasingly rapidly to the above one generating
more or less a right angle. At the same time the above crack, which was first driven
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away, returns to its main course (driven toward the main intensity of the stress field).
The last picture shows the final crack pattern. (Note that in Figure-Plate 5.4, the cyan
region indicates the automatic anti-aliased micro-cell.)

5.2.6.e Final Results


Typical Crack Patterns

Figure-Plate 5.6 Two final crack propagations and renderings

Figure-Plate 5.6 proposes two selected regions of cracks propagation –where minor
(parasite) cracks have been removed. In both images, crack origins are symbolized with
an “O”, and resulting crack intersections with an “R”.

On the one hand, image (a) shows a simple case where only two “Y” type cracks are
propagating their respective three CM’s, resulting in two simple “T” intersections. Note
that the mutual attraction between the CM –due to the progressive modification of the
stress field—generates realistic “T” intersections. On the other hand, image (b)
involves three different crack origins (“I”, “T”, and “Y” types). The resulting pattern is
much more complex: One of the “T” crack’s CM’s crossed at the same time the “I” type
crack making an “X” intersection –this phenomena occurs very rarely. Later a “Y” type
crack was produced. Its right branch reached the path of the “I” crack, but as its left
branch was approaching the “X” intersection, it rapidly lost all its inertia and stopped
before reaching another crack path.
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Figure-Plate 5.7 Typical realistic crack behavior: (a) crack picture (b) our simulation

Figure-Plate 5.7 proposes a comparison between a real picture (a), and one of our
simulations (b), where both images show a crack discontinuity. This special crack
behavior occurs relatively frequently in Nature and is due to the simultaneous release of
a stress field that has a single main direction (here vertical to the figure: see red arrows).

The same phenomena occurred during our simulation. Two “Y” cracks (O1 and O2)
were produced around the same time on facets A and B. The CM’s approaching each
other released the same stress field, and then progressively stopped due to a lack of
inertia and other releasable directional stress.
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Crack Patterns over Fairly Complex Surfaces

The following Figure-Plate 5.8 presents the rendering of a tiger made with two layers.
The crack pattern covered by a first layer of glaze is simulated over the second layer of
gray concrete. What is particularly interesting in this plate is that cracks are
omnipresent: we do not really notice them but if they were not shown, the object would
appear completely different.

Figure-Plate 5.8 Crack propagation over a ‘complex’ object’s first layer; note that stress was
released only at 35%

Main data during this simulation were: the 2017 triangles tiger was decomposed –this
time—into over a million cells, each cracked cell being subdivided into 3x3 micro-cells;
the elasticity of the material was of 25% on a maximum range of 15 cells, and the CM’s
were influenced by 75% of inertia. Note also that the stress field was irregular, that the
total stress released was about 100%, and that the total pre-computational time
(including pre-computation, crack pattern computation, and floor shadow casting) was
nearly 2 hours, but that each image rendering computation were less than 3 minutes
(including floor texture).
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Modifying some Key Parameters to Change Crack Patterns

The next color Figure-Plate 5.9 presents another ceramic object with different crack
and material parameters. Picture (a) depicts the object’s 480 input facets –with their
respective RGB orientations (see [Gob99-4])—, and picture (b) and (c) the
corresponding 98 224 and 477 006 cells (in beige). The two stress fields over the objects
were artificially set so that the one in (c) was four times superior to that of (b). Only the
corresponding stress spectrums inside the triangle facet are also shown in mauve to pink
shadings (to differentiate facets).

Figure-Plate 5.9 identical stress fields and material, different crack parameters

After material stress relaxation, the initial number of unstable cells was 28 634 for (a)
and 198 440 for (b). The objects before crack propagation were pre-rendered and in
both cases resulted in a similar image—(d). Finally, we set the micro-cell sizes in both
simulations so that the pixel definition of final images would be the same.
The resulting crack patterns are very different. Image (e) presents the final crack pattern
of (b) and shows a very large number of cracks that are very similar to each other but
almost invisible. On the contrary, image (f) proposes thick and long cracks (in the
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majority of “Y” type) as well as a very large number of thin and short “T” and “I” type
cracks. In the last image (g), two parameters were different to those of (f): we set the Sii
constant 10 times smaller and we decrease mcw.
The resulting pattern is quite similar to (f) but shows thinner and longer major “Y”
type cracks. Figure 5.15 details the main data behavior that occurs during the
computation of final image (g). We can note in particular that its computation required
about 400 Mo of memory, the maximum number of CM was about 7300 (with a local
minima of 790, see Figure 5.19), that crack propagation was fast at the beginning and at
the end, and that the total computational time was approximately 8 hours.
To make possible a comparison with a smaller scene, the blue curve represents the stress
release percentage that occurs in image (e).

Figure 5.19 Main data involved in the computation of figure-plate 5-9

The last image of this section—Figure-Plate 5.10—proposes the visual simulation of
mud crack pattern over the 3D Surface of a tetrahedron.
This approximately 330 thousands cell-simulation was obtained by setting the
micro-cell grid to 11x11, 85% of the cells were initially unstable, the stress relaxation
was only of 5%, the elasticity recursion of 25 cells, and finally the CM’s had a 65%
inertia influence. The object reached 99% of stability after 20 minutes of computation.
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An interesting factor on this simulation is that we set the crack-seeds to be only of type
“I” cracks, and yet our model naturally simulates many “Y” intersections.

Figure-Plate 5.10 Visual simulation of mud crack pattern over a tetrahedron only using
cracks of “I” type

5.2.6.f Crack Mirror Effect Results

Computer graphics virtual objects (3D model from SoftImageTM) were constructed
based on OpenGL libraries and rendered using personal lightning algorithm, on a SGI
Indigo2 –processor impact 10000—with 384 Mo.
Figure-Plate 5.11(a) to (c) presents the view of a single facet with three different light
positions. Materials used for this simulation were a thick layer of green ceramic
(underneath) and a thin layer of transparent glaze –where cracks have been propagated
during pre-computation [Chi91]. The crack pattern is clearly visible through the cracks’
shadows and light effects. We can also notice the opposite orientation of the
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crack-mirrors between image (a) and image (c). To illustrate the appearing and
disappearing of cracks depending of the light orientation, refer for example, to the
region inside the red circle.
In such simple scene, computation times were of few minutes per image.

Figure-Plate 5.11 Crack mirror effect: changing the light positions

Figure-Plate 5.12 proposes the rendering of the ceramic crack mirror effect over a more
complex object.
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The input triangles of this tiger were 2017, the total number of cells was about one
million, the number of cracks of 100 thousands, the shadow / light subdivision of 4.5
millions, and the total computation time of nearly 3 hours.

Figure-Plate 5.12 Example of crack mirror effect over a fairly complex object

5.2.7

Discussion

We presented an expedient model for generating crack patterns on any type of 3D object
using a method using multi-layer CA. We explained the need for a half-physical
approach and proposed an intuitive but indeed efficient stress spectrum model to
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simulate and compute easily the stress field over any layers of the 3D surface Cellular
Automaton. Then we detailed how crack patterns were generated using the stress
released by crack modules. To easily improve the visual aspect of the resulting images,
we have shown an original linked-segment anti-aliasing method –also used for the
release of the stress field. We verified our model’s performance by presenting the
resulting crack patterns of the four main steps used to generate the 3D surface crack
propagation based on CA. We finally presented a series of rendered images proposing
several types of cracks: concrete, ceramics, mud, and glaze –with its typical special
mirror effect.
One precise and one general categories exist in further improvement of the
presented study would be real interaction between layer models and better 3D surface
CA.
Many aspects of the layer crack model remain to be improved. For example:
generate more accurate 3D surfaces (e.g. mud), improved the stress release model,
render higher quality crack patterns (see super-sampling [Wes92]), include the
interactions between layers, produce an even better solution to the velocity relationship
between cracks, or develop mixed types of material for a layer.
Improving 3D surface CA will probably lead to the study of linking this 3D surface
CA model to non-grid based models, such as a water flow system (as suggested in
[Dor96-2]). This association of models would generate realistic corrosion and the
corresponding patina paintings after the peeling of a covering layer previously cracked
by the model proposed in this dissertation.

Appendices Specific to this Section 5.2
A. Main Parameters in our Crack Simulation Model
Categories

Symbols
eL
eP
Material
mR
Sii
mcw
CSat
Crack types &
CSa
Crack Modules
Iip

Short definition
Elasticity loop range
Elasticity percentage
Resistance maximum stress
Stress intensity interval
Maximum crack width
Crack segment angle tolerance
Crack segment min angle
Inertia influence percentage

Table 5.1 Material parameters
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B. Anti-Aliased Multi-Thickness Linked-Segment

Table 5.2 Main steps for anti-aliasing multi-thickness linked-segments on a triangle layer

C. Pseudo-code of the Crack algorithm

1
2
3
4
5

Generate the 3D Surface Multi-Layer Cellular Automaton object pre-analyze,
cellular pre-computation, edge communication, layer-surface generation [Gob99-4];
Pre-compute stress field over all layers depending on material properties and layers
thickness surfaces;
Pre-compute the material self-relaxation;
Determine scaling stress field factor for the visualization of the stress spectrum
(optional);
Crack generation:
5.1 Fill and sort first unstable cell list –i.e. where total cell material resistance is
inferior to at least one of the stress spectrum directional intensity: Pot-Crack
list;
5.2 Determine M and m maximum intensities –respectively of the first and last
stress-spectrums of the Pot-Crack list;
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5.3

Compute crack propagation until both Pot-Crack and CM lists are empty;
5.3.1 Set t = M;
5.3.2 If (Pot-Crack list not empty) do:
(Check if a new series of crack set must be called);
(Subtract Sii from t);
While CM list is empty and if Pot-Crack list is not empty.
5.3.3 Reorder the CM list;
5.3.4 Move all CM, with collision test, CM facet-layer 3DSCA data transfer,
stress release, and if CM elimination or change of facet compute and set
anti-aliasing of CM path through layers;
5.3.5 If (Pot-Crack list empty) do:
(Try to refill Pot-Crack list), then (if successful) do:
Reset M, m, and t;
5.4 Release dynamic memory allocations;

D. Determination of Crack Types

General crack type

Corresponding

crack type

Crack
direction

M000

I

0&π

MS00

I

M0S0

I or T

π/2 &
-π/2

M00S

I

5π/8

MM00

I

Corresponding

crack code

Graphical interpretation of
the crack code

1 non-null

stress
direct.

1M

1M & 1S
2
non-null
stress
direct.
2M

M0M0
M00M

X
(Very rare)

I

7π/8 &
-5π/8

7π/8 &
-5π/8

0, π/2…
5π/8 &
-7π/8
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1M & 2S

3
non-null
2M & 1S
stress
direct.

3M

4
non-null 1M & 3S
stress
direct.
2M & 2S

3M & 1S

4M

MSS0

I or T

MS0S

I

M0SS

I or
T (very rare)

MMS0

I or
T (very rare)

MM0S

I or
T (very rare)

MSM0

I

M0MS

I

MMM0

I

MM0M

I

M0MM

I

MSSS

I

MMSS

I

MSMS

X (very rare)

MSSM

I

MMMS

I

MSMM

I

MMSM

I

MMMM

Y or
X (very rare)

Table 5.3 Determining crack type from any stress field one a cell

11π/16

& -9π/16

π/2 &
-π/2
3π/16 &
-13π/16
13π/16
& -3π/16
9π/16 &
-7π/16
3π/4 &
-π/4
π/4 &
-3π/4
3π/4 &
-π/4
π/4 &
-3π/4
π/2 &
-π/2
π/2 &
-π/2
5π/8 &
-3π/8
π/4,
3π/4, …
3π/8 &
-5π/8
3π/4 &
-π/4
π/4 &
-3π/4
π/2 &
-π/2
α, α+π/3,
& α+2π/3
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5.3 Second example: Peeling using Hybrid-3DSCA

This section describes a method for modeling the natural peeling phenomenon over any
3D surface. Using crack input data precomputed with a semi-physical solution, this
method allows simulating peeling on any type of triangulated 3D object. Our model’s
main advantage is that it proposes an intuitive method that is convenient to apply, user
controllable, and easily extensible. We first introduce the general development of
peeling over various materials. We then briefly describe the problem and show the
drawback of a solution without using cellular automata. Then, we present how to define
groups of peeling, and how to determine a realistic peeling order, and how to simulate
the rendering of two special peelings. Finally, a set of graphical results concludes the
paper presenting a series of peeling patterns using various types of simulated materials
such as paintings, plastic-paintings, and tree’s bark.

Important note As said in the introduction of the current chapter, this peeling model is also the

restitution of an article entitled “Peeling simulation using 3D surface cellular automaton” by
Stéphane Gobron and Norishige Chiba. This paper has been submitted to the EuroGraphics 2001
international conference held in Manchester, United Kingdom.

Introduction

Many natural phenomena over surface layer exists. Until now, we have seen in this
dissertation the effects of liquids over 2.5 surfaces (i.e. absorption, saturation, erosion,
evaporation, and sedimentation) with the corresponding corrosion and patina
phenomena, and concerning 3D surfaces, the corrosion as well as the crack propagation.
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After this fracture model, it is very logical to study its major following step: the
simulation of layer peeling.
Before any modeling, an initial observation of the phenomenon is necessary. As shown
in the figure 5.20 presenting some real pictures of peeling, we observe that several
types exist. A direct deduction that can be made is that the peeling occurs over a surface
material because of a previous crack propagations over the object’s first layer. That is
why a fracture model is necessary to study and design a realistic peeling model. Any
type of algorithm involving cracked surface layer can be used. In our case, obviously,
we use as input crack pattern the result of section 5.2, the “Crack Simulation using
Hybrid-3D Surface Cellular Automaton” (also presented in [Gob99-4]).

Figure 5.20 Pictures of the different types of peeling
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In this section 5.3, we present two approaches to generate peeling over surface layer.
We first briefly describe a direct dynamic list approach without using 3DSCA, and show
how difficult the problem is to solve with this method. In contrast, we then present in
detail the method using a hybrid cellular automaton (HCA). This time, however, the
HCA is not presented as in [Gob01-2] where the simulation of crack requested the
coupling of CA (for the stress field and cells) and complex parallel functions (for the
cracks). It is the succession of multiple simple cellular automata and convenient
“recursive cellular functions.”

Background

The study of peeling belongs to the field of natural phenomena simulation as well as
texturing research topics. For the details concerning the related reference in these
non-specific studies, please refer to backgrounds of chapters 2, 3, and 4, and also to the
crack simulation section 5.2.
To be more specific, the peeling natural phenomena belongs to the domain of surface
imperfections/details. Nowadays the study of this topic is flourishing; unfortunately, the
restricted area of layer peeling is very limited.
As presented in the other chapters, we can subdivide the background concerning surface
imperfections into two domains. On the one hand, physical approaches propose realistic
models but are largely restricted by huge computational times and very different
resulting image qualities relatively poor [Hir98] or excellent [Wit91]. On the other hand,
other models propose less physics-based approaches, or even pure intuitive models.
Results are (often) good; especially compared to the effort in implementing intuitive
models; nevertheless, they have a strong drawback as they cannot easily be maintained
or extended.
Directly regarding the study of surface imperfections—and especially the peeling
topic—in the computer graphics domain, we were not able to find many papers. Dust
accumulation is proposed with a simplified approach of the phenomenon [Hsu95] using
a “dust function” similar to Phong’s specular reflection model. In 1996, Julie Dorsey
published two papers relative to surface imperfections: the change of appearance due to
flow sedimentation [Dor96-2], and a remarkable model of metallic patina [Dor96-1].
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Concerning directly the peeling of layer, a unique publication has been found [Won97].
The paper shows impressive renderings of peeling—especially the teapot ones—,
however, this technique involved a semi-manual texture selection, and the model is not
based on a previous study of crack propagation.

Overview

This section 5.3 is organized as follows.
First, Section 5.3.1 briefly describes the problem and shows the drawback of
determining the peeling (and especially peeling-group) without using cellular automata.
Second, section 5.3.2 presents direct peeling describing how to define groups of peeling
and how to determine a realistic order of peeling. Then, sub-section 5.3.3 describes
techniques for rendering partial peeling and explains major issues to be solved. Finally,
section 5.3.4 presents graphical results with different peeling patterns, using various
types of simulated material such as paintings, plastic-paintings, and tree’s bark.

5.3.1 Determining Peeling Regions without Cellular Automata

Making the CG model of the peeling of surface layers requires an analysis of cracked
regions. If the limits make a loop, a region that we called “peeling-group” is defined.
The natural output of our crack pattern simulation algorithm—i.e. a list of crack
segments (see figure 5.21(a))—defines the set of limits.
Our goal (see figure 5.21(h)), in this sub-section is to determine external peelings—i.e.
with at least one side element of input-triangle—(shown in orange) or internal crack
contour (shown in red). Note in particular that in the schema six segments are not used
at all, and therefore have to be removed during the computation of the contour.

Real Segment Input

The table 5.3 (see appendix A) presents the basic structure of input data: a list of
segment and corresponding data points.
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Figure 5.21 Determining peeling group without using cellular automaton

Figure 5.21(b) describes a more realistic view of the first problem encountered when
dealing with data. A unique point (e.g. point D) can often be spread into three points

(corresponding points D1, D2, and D3). Much more difficult to handle are points that do
not have direct connection with other segments. Typically, they are the result of
collision between cracks (see point E) or cracks reaching the input triangle’s outer limits
(see point F).

Determination of Direct Connections

By using a method that eliminates floating-point errors, we can regroup the majority of
points defining a new table of segments as well as a new table of points (see figure
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5.21(c)). The segment tips are tied in groups of two or three—rarely of four or
more—as shown in blue and violet.
The first three segments of current segment table are always the input-triangle ones
(A, B, and C), then the three first points defined in the corresponding point table are A,
B, and C. The segment [AB], [BC], and [CA] must always be ordered clockwise. In the
case of a subdivision during computation, their respective sub-segments are set

clockwise (see schema (d)). In this figure, some input-points are difficult to
handle—red circles. As shown in the next schema (e), a simple solution consists of
eliminating the corresponding single or semi-single segments.
Now that segments are well associated with each other (with dynamic vertices
linked-list), the next two schemas of figure 5.21 (f) and (g) proposes a method to
determine the set of peeling groups. The key idea is to double the linked segment, then
assign opposite orientation of the two double lists, and finally define the correct vertex
linking. Schema (f) presents the resulting doubling non-oriented segments
(corresponding to inside one). Schema (g) proposes the first step of the peeling contour
link list determination. As shown the orientation of direct neighbor of oriented segment
is derived from the input-triangle contour and its natural orientation. Then, we must
associate to each node, the best turning right linked segment. If a peeling-linked
segment has at least one border edge in common with the input-triangle, it is said to be
“external”. We will see in the following concluding section that these external peelings
are difficult issues. The resulting set of peeling groups is shown by schema (h).

Conclusions about this Method

We have briefly presented in this section a method for determining peeling groups
without using CA. This method works but strong drawbacks can be observed. First of
all, the practical implementation of such a dynamic lists structure manipulation is well
know to be relatively difficult to handle.
Second, from the set of peeling groups, our next task would be to simulate the
actual peeling of surface layers. To do so, the simplest peeling method would be to
eliminate groups by size—from the smaller to the bigger ones. For the computation of
polygon surface, we can use the Strokes formula extended to polygon edges (see figure
5.28 in the appendix B). This method, however, does not work very well, as the order
does not directly depend on the surface area but mainly on the shape of the polygon and
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possible internal cracks. This problem is detailed in the next section.
Third, this technique involves only one facet; the continuities or
discontinuities—due to cracking angles at edges—of peeling-groups between facets is
difficult to model with such an approach.
We show in the following sections that hybrid-CA gives simple and efficient answers to
all of the above problems.

5.3.2 A Method using Hybrid-CA

This section presents in details our method for simulating the peeling over the surface
layer using hybrid cellular automata. We show in particular that subdividing the
problem by steps that involve the interaction between cells (e.g. CA or recursive cellular
functions) can resolve complex problems such as the peeling simulation. Furthermore,
in contrast to the crack model, we propose a hybrid-CA that is very simple to
understand and implement—assuming general surface cellular automaton functions
have previously been designed.

Direct Surface Elimination Peeling

The picture in Figure 5.20(c) presents an example of natural direct surface elimination
peeling. In this phenomenon, peeling-groups are directly eliminated from the object
surface without showing any particular effect on the layer; for more sophisticated effect
like elevations or curling, see the 5.3.3 Special partial peeling rendering section.
In this section, our first goal is very similar to the one presented in Section 5.3.1:
we must determine peeling-groups. We would like, however, to find an easier method to
design and to program, and to be able to extend the method to our second and main
goal: the actual surface peeling. To achieve this, we must resolve the following
problems:
•
•
•

Facet to facet peeling group continuity;
Peeling group cracking angle between facets;
Progressive peeling.
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5.3.2(a) Problems to Be Solved
Facet to Facet Peeling Group Continuity Problem

As previously shown, the only direct borders of a peeling-group are the surrounding
cracks. Considering that the object has a smooth continuity between facets—as
proposed in the facet side view figure 5.22(b)—the input-facets should not influence at
all the limits of these groups, and therefore from the two triangular facets of figure
5.23(a) should be derived not two—4(b)—but only one peeling-group—4(c).

Angle over the surface
α
(a) Planar surfaces

Facet edge 1

β
Facet edge 2

(b) Surface with smooth continuity

Figure 5.22 The object’s surface definition side view; (a) the layer surface (bolt line) depends
directly of its facets plan; (b) the layer surface depends on a smooth integration of facets.

Note: Special surface facet continuity rendering is presented Appendix B, section 7.

Peeling-Groups Cracking Angle between Facets Problem

Here,we take the case where the layer surface is not derived from a smooth
approximation between input-facets (see figure 5.22).
During the peeling of the first layer, internal tension appends at edges where the
angle—between corresponding facets—is relatively large. These tensions must
influence the definition of peeling-groups as new cracks appear at edges. Table 5.4 (see
appendix A) presents the final list of crack segments needed for the peeling simulation.
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In our model, the rupture limit is only a user defined constant—angle γ —, for a more
realistic model, the rupture limit should be computed as a function of the material type,
the layer thickness at edges, and the angle between facets.
Taking the assumption that the γ angle limit is between α and β in figure 5.22, edge
1 has a tension inferior to the tolerance, therefore does not generate any fracture, and
results into a peeling-group type shown in figure 5.23(b). On the other hand, edge 2
does not resist the peeling tension, which implies the generation of two peeling-groups
(see figure 5.23(a)).

Input-triangles

(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 5.23 Influence of input’s facet

Progressive Peeling Problem

As previously said, an intuitive solution for progressive peeling of a layer would be to
remove peeling groups by surface-size—from the smaller to the larger. In the next
figure 5.24, we present the peeling progression of two peeling-groups, which have the
same shape, but not same surfaces and group B has internal cracks. The peeling-group A
has about half the surface area of peeling-group B; nevertheless, A should peel after B.
That is why we have to determine the peeling progression inside a peeling-group. Once
again, the relationship time vs. natural phenomena is shown to be crucial for generating
realistic effects.
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Local maximal (lvl.5)
A

B

(7) Maximal levels (6)
Figure 5.24 Peeling development

Level 1 to 7

Now that the problems to be solved are defined, we present in the following section our
main hybrid cellular automata data representation, i.e. the cell and the parallel peeling
structure.

5.3.2(b) Main Data Structures

Cell’s Properties
8 input data

Init crack’s
neighbors
Lowest
PG exp.
Increase
peeling level
Peeling id
exp.
Determine
min. level

Regular propagation of
personal peeling-group id
Recursive propagation of
minimum peeling group id
Recursive regular increase of
peeling-level
Regular propagation of
peeling-group id
Recursive search of minimum
level

Change of status

SCA fct

5.1
5.3

& 5.4
5.3

& 5.5
5.6
5.3

& 5.7

Data Transmission

Cell’s Parameters
Name

Value / Range

Cell State

NORMAL_CELL
CRACKED_CELL
PEELING_CELL
A positive integer
A positive long integer

Peeling level
Peeling-group id

8 output data

Figure 5.25 Details of the peeling hybrid-CA cell structure

Data References:

Behavior

NONE

Pre-computation Functions:

For all crack segments, assign to corresponding cells

CRACKED_CELL state

Name
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Peeling Cell Structure
Figure 5.25 detail the cell structure needed for simulating peeling with our model of
hybrid multi cellular automata.

Parallel Peeling Structure

Our task being to determine the peeling-groups, a data structure is necessary. Figure
5.26 presents the peeling data structure we have chosen.
As shown, the structure is a two dimensional list of pointers. The first dimension
defines the peeling-groups, and the second dimension is the list of the facets that share
this particular group.
Number of peelings
Current peeling level
Peeling stage
First peeling group *

Group checked
Peeling group id

Final peeling group level
First shared facet *

Root cell coordinate
Corresponding facet

Figure 5.26 Peeling data structure

Now that we have defined our goals, the problem to be solved, and the main data
structure of our model, let’s present step by step the different techniques to generate
peeling, using different types of cellular automata. Two main tasks have to be
accomplished: the first is to determine the peeling-groups; the second is peeling these
groups in a correct order.

5.3.2(c) First task: Defining Peeling-Groups

Refer to previous section 5.1, figure 5-2 that presents the steps of this prime task.
Figure-plate 5.13 describes all the main steps to accomplish concerning this task.
Step 1: General Initialization

After loading the object input-facets, we first define the regular cellular structure, and
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download precomputed (for instance from [Gob01-2]) cracked-segment data list of the
first layer.
We then initialize all cells with the NORMAL_CELL state. For each crack segment
projected onto the surface, we assign to the corresponding cells the CRACKED_CELL
state, with peeling-level of zero, and a special UNKNOWN group_id. This task does not
involve any CA functionalities.
For example, using the simulation of a cracked lattice figure-plate 5.13 (where image
(a) represents the object input-triangles and image (b) the lattice precomputed crack
segments), we obtain the change of state shown by the transition image (c) to image (d)
(see also rotated view figure-plate 5.14(a) and zoomed view 5.15(a)).

Figure-Plate 5.13 From input-triangles and crack segments to peeling-groups; (a) input-triangles;
(b) input-cracks; (c) initialization of all cell’s peeling group-id; (d) initialization of cracked cell’s;
(e) first regrouping of lowest group-id; (f) final peeling-groups.

Step 2: Initializing “Random” Cell’s Group_id

In the following figure-plates 5.14 and 5.15 (zoomed view), the transition (a)Æ (b)
presents the detail of this step.
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Figure-Plate 5.14 Very first steps of the peeling-group definition

Our task being to differentiate all peeling-groups, we first assigned to each of the n cells
of NORMAL_CELL state that have a cracked neighbor cell, a different group_id number,
from 1 to n—the order has no importance. To do so we call the following surface
cellular automaton function—SCA-Function 5.1—for all cells C (see also cell’s
property of figure 5.25):
If
Then

(C’s state ≡ CRACKED_CELL)
∀ C’s neighbor Ci:
Ci’s state Í PEELING_CELL
+
Ci’s group_id Í j with: j ∈ ℑ:{ℵ & (≤ n)} & ∀k ∈ ℑ-{j}:k≠j
SCA-Function 5.1 Init crack’s neighbor

In Figure-Plate 5.15, image (b) each peeling-group_id is symbolized by a color.
Notice in particular how difficult it is to recognize contours.

(a) From FP5.15(a)

(b) From FP5.15(b)
(c) From FP5.15(c)
Figure-Plate 5.15 Zoom peeling-group definition
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Step 3: Deduction of a First Peeling-Group Contour

Now that all “PEELING CELL” state cells have a personal identification, we would like
for each peeling-group a unique and not identical group_id. Even if peeling groups
have not been identified yet, for each of them a local minimum group_id exists. To
generate a first peeling-group contour (see figure-plate 5.15, image (c)), we then just
need to find this minimum and share the id —among direct neighbors of “PEELING
CELL” state cells.
For this purpose, we could use directly a classical CA function; for example, the one
described in the SCA-Function 5.2.
If
Then

Until

(C’s state ≡ PEELING_CELL)
∀ C’s neighbor Ci:
If
(Ci’s state ≡ PEELING_CELL)
Then assign mingroup_id (C, Ci)
total cell’s stabilization

SCA-Function 5.2 Finding group_id local minimum with a CA function

Even if this function works well and has the advantage of being reasonably simple, it
has the weakness of being very long to stabilize. Furthermore, as all “PEELING_CELL”
state cells are naturally linked with a contour, a more efficient technique exits, i.e.
recursive calls. The next SCA-Function 5.3 describes the first part of this principle; this
function is always coupled with another function—in this particular case
SCA-Function 5.4.
These recursive functions cells are not called in a cellular automaton manner,
nevertheless, data transfers always involve direct cellular neighbors (as in a classical
cellular automaton). That is why we call them “recursive semi-cellular automaton”
functions.
In the following function C is initialized to all not used (see CA definition
[Gob99-4]) cells of state “PEELING_CELL”.
Main_function(cell C)
∀ C’s neighbor Ci:
If
(Ci’s state ≡ PEELING _CELL)
Then call Recurtion_function(C, Ci) (*)
( )

* Here SCA-Function 5.4

SCA-Function 5.3 Main recursive CA function
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Recurtion_function (cell CA, cell CB)
If
(CA’s group_id < CB’s group_id)
Then (CB’s group_id Í CA’s group_id) & (call Main_function (CB))
Else If (CB’s group_id < CA’s group_id)
Then (CA’s group_id Í CB’s group_id) & (call Main_function (CA))
SCA-Function 5.4 Recursive CA function: Lower PG exp. (see cell’s properties of figure 5.25)

Step 4: Loop Until Stabilization

During the first steps of peeling-level and group determination, it occurs very frequently
that a few peeling-groups are not well defined. We found two causes for this problem.
First an input-facet never perfectly matches the cellular grid in particular cases and
therefore data-transfer difficulties occur at input-triangle edges. This phenomena,
however, is rare. The second and main reason is that crack segments form very complex
shapes. As shown by figure 5.27 this shape can generate multiple peeling-group
identities in the same area.
Input-facet edge

(a) Complex crack pattern

(b) Resulting non-direct stabilization of peeling-groups

Figure 5.27 Complex crack shape generating difficulties in the stabilization

In the above figure, we can see that two cracks that have extremities very near
input-triangles are sufficient to make a double disconnection in the peeling-group
identity.
To solve this issue, we simply have to recall the recursive SCA-function 5.4 until no
more transformation of peeling-group_id occurs. In the figure 5.28, we show in
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foreground an example of stabilization. We notice particularly that in this case, the
stabilization was necessary especially during the second pass (9 times).

Step 5: Initialization of the Peeling Data Structure

Now that the first contour of the peeling-group is defined, the peeling data structure (see
figure 5.26) is initialized. This data structure is very convenient for a direct access to
peeling-groups. It is especially useful when using recursive semi-cellular automaton
functions (Root cell coordinate parameter).
Step 6: Determination of Peeling Level

To be able to simulate advanced peeling—see Partial-peeling Section 5.3.2(b))—such
as the elevation of borders or even the curled peeling, the progressive peeling takeoff
from the layer must be defined and memorized. In our model, this information is saved
in the peeling-level field of each cell (see cell’s parameters figure 5.25). Peeling-level is
primordial for deducing a relation between time and peeling, based on contours as the
result of distance transformation functions [Fol90].

Figure-plate 5.16 Progressive change of peeling level
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This phenomenon schematized in figure 5.24 and figure-plate 5.16 shows respectively
corresponding graphical interpretation and results. In the resulting images black
indicates cracked-cells, white non-takeoff surfaces, and grays values of peeling-level,
the darker it is, the higher the level. For instance, image (a) presents cracked-cells;
same for image (b) with level 1; image (c) level 1 and 2; etc…up to (f) presenting level
1 to 5.
SCA-Function 5.5 presents a recursive solution to obtain the above incrementation of
peeling-level (note how simple this function is). At this point, C (from the
SCA-Function 5.3) is accessed directly with the Root cell coordinate information in the
peeling data structure.
Recursion_function (cell CA)
call Main_function (CA)
CA’s peeling_level Í CA’s peeling_level +1
SCA-Function 5.5 Increase peeling level using recursion

Step 7: Peeling propagation

The definition of peeling-groups is completed when no more cells have a
“NORMAL_CELL” state. When only one peeling contour is defined, filling directly the
inside of actual peeling-groups is not an efficient solution, as we have to remember that
it is necessary to obtain the progressive change of peeling level (see figure-plate 5.16,
image (f)). To propagate peeling-group_id, the following SCA-function 5.6 is used.
For all cells C (see also cell’s property of figure 5.25):
If
Then

(C’s state ≡ PEELING _CELL)
∀ C’s neighbor Ci:
If
(Ci’s state ≡ NORMAL _CELL)
Then Ci’s state Í PEELING_CELL
Ci’s group_id Í C’s group_id
Ci’s peeling_level Í 1

SCA-Function 5.6 Peeling id expansion (propagation)

Step 8: Loop until peeling completed
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To compute the maximum possible peeling, steps 3, 4, 6, and 7 are repeated until the
propagation of peeling is not possible anymore.

Evaluation of our method

The diagram figure 5.15 shows the convergence (in blue) of the peeling-group
determination of a scene having about 1.8 millions cells using (as usual) a SGI TM
Indigo2 with 375 M of RAM and an impact processor 10000 of 175 mHz. The 99.9%
convergence was obtained after the 28 steps in about 11 minutes.
In the foreground (pink cones in perspective) is also presented the stabilization of
each step (linearly proportional in time). We can observe that stabilization was difficult
mainly at the beginning; this was due to data-transfer problems at input-facet edges. The
remaining difficulties (e.g. step 25) were also due to data-transfer problems, but that
time probably at corners.

B. Figure 5.28 Peeling-groups convergence

5.3.2(d) Second task: Peeling first layer in a correct order

At this point of the model, peeling groups just have to be removed from their layer, but
not in any order (remember figure 5.24). To find this correct order we use the
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peeling-level parameter with the following SCA-Function 5.7.

pos_int Recursion_function (cell CA, cell CB, pos_int Current_best)
Local_mini_level Í call Main_function (CB)
If
(Local_mini_level < Current_best)
Then return (Local_mini_level)
Else
return (Current_level)
SCA-Function 5.7 Recursive CA function: Lower PG exp. (see cell’s properties of figure 5.25)

The next section presents possible techniques for rendering phenomena that are more
sophisticated: the peeling with border elevation and the curled peeling.

5.3.3

Special partial peeling rendering

It happened very often that peeled layers are partially taken off; we call this
phenomenon partial peeling. Two types of partial peeling can be observed:
 The layer elevation (often due to corrosion), see figure 5-29(a) and (c);
 The layer curling, see figure 5-29(b) and (d).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.29 Side view of the partial peeling elevation and curling

The elevation phenomenon is often observed over corroded metallic objects covered by
a layer of soft plastic or any type of paint (see figure 5.20, picture (d)).
Its rendering is fairly easy to simulate as it consists of assigning to its cell’s an
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additional height (thickness t) proportional to its peeling level parameter pc using a
deaden function (saturated at T, for instance the one shown figure 5.30).
(t)

T

t = T.

pc
pc
ORt= T.
2
1+ pc
1+ pc

(pc)
Figure 5.30 Deaden functions for simulating elevation peeling

The major issue is that it involves the simultaneous simulation of corrosion, and
therefore implies the study of a coupling corrosion and peeling model. But we shall
leave this interesting problem for a further research topic.
The curling peeling is also a common peeling and happened when recovering objects
(often pipes) with inappropriate thick layers like dry plastic-paintings (see figure 5.20,
pictures (a) and (b)). Its rendering involves a relatively complex study of intern
material tensions which are unfortunately, far beyond the current study.

5.3.4

Results

As previously said we show in this first edition of the article only direct peeling.
The first sub-section proposes a view of the peeling in terms of data analysis. The
second sub-section 5.3.4(b), presents the actual three rendering examples.

5.3.4(a) Data evolution

The following figure-plate 5.17 presents data views of all main steps of the peeling.
This scene involves about two million cells, and was computed with the usual
parameters in less that two hours (3DSCA subdivision, pre-composition of the cracks,
renderings included).
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Figure-plate 5.17 Main steps of the peeling (views of the data)

•

First picture (a) shows the cellular initialization to the “cracked” state (in black)
of the cells where precomputed fractures have been generated.

•

Pictures (b) to (d) the main task of the algorithm: the regular CA-distance
function simulation. Only one step over 10 is shown in this sequence. Notice in
particular that most of the cells are from “long time” peeling (the older Æ the

darker) in the final image (d).
•

Finally, pictures (e) to (j) present the progressive peeling in correct order of the
peeling-groups. This sequence shows about one step over five.
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5.3.4(b) Rendered Results


Peeling over a Simple Object

First Example: Pink-Violet Painting Covering a Copper Lattice

Figure-plate 5.18 Direct peeling of a copper lattice with a thick pink painting layer

In this color plate 5.18, we propose a first peeling of a pink-violet painting layer that
covers a copper lattice.
The scene involves about two hundred thousand cells (only of the painting layer),
and was computed and rendered in about a half hour. Notice in particular that
peeling-groups are removed more often at edges, and that previously cracked areas have
remaining painting surface imperfections.
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Second Example: Thin Granular Blue Layer over a Black Lattice

Figure-plate 5.19 Direct peeling of composite thin layer over a black lattice

The second example is relatively similar to the first one. It proposes the peeling of a
blue composite material over a black concrete lattice. Computations and renderings are
more or less identical to the previous ones.



Peeling over a fairly complex object

The last example shows main graphical steps involving the peeling of a much more
complex object: a 2000 triangles tiger. Image (a) presents the input-triangle of this solid
and their respective normal vectors. Image (b) shows the final step of the peeling-group
analysis in terms of cell’s data. Image (c) presents the initial gold tiger covered by a
dark brown painting layer. At last, picture (d), proposes an average step of the automatic
peeling of the painting layer; notice how contracted the colors are between the two
different materials, mainly due to specular parameters (gold vs. painting).
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Figure-plate 5.20 Direct peeling of old tiger covered by a painting layer

5.3.5

Discussion

We presented a convenient model for generating the first layer peeling over any type of
3D object using a method with a hybrid cellular automaton. We explained the need for
the use of surface CA techniques instead of classical direct data analysis. Then we
detailed how to generate direct peeling. To easily improve the cell functionalities, we
proposed the combination of recursive hybrid-CA functions and a parallel peeling data
structure. We then proposed two methods for rendering partial peeling. We finally
presented a series of rendered images over a simple and a fairly complex object.
Many aspects of the peeling model remain to be improved. For instance, generating
the actual rendering of partial peeling, and then developing the corresponding
inter-steps animation sequences.
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As corrosion is a microscopic form of cracks and peelings, a more challenging research
topic would be coupling the peeling and the crack model, to simulate a multi-layer
interactive form of material change of appearances.

Appendices Specific to this Section 5.2
A. Tables Defining Pre-Computed Crack Surface Segment
Input Segment Table
Seg.
Add.

Deduced Input Point Table
Pt.
Add.

Point address

1
2
…
n1

Ptβ1
Ptβ2
…
Pt β(n1-3)

Ptδ1
Ptδ2
…
Pt δ(n1-3)

1
2
…
n2

Coordinates (x,y)
x1
x2
…
xn2

y1
y2
…
yn2

Table 5.3 Input pre-computed crack segments over the object first layer

Current Segment Table
Sg.
Add.

Point address

1
2
3

Pt1 :A
Pt2 :B
Pt3 :C

Pt2 :B
Pt3 :C
Pt1 :A

4
5
…
i1

Ptβ1
Pt β2

Pt δ1
Pt δ 2

Pt βk

Pt δ k

…

n1

Pt β(n1-3) Pt δ(n1-3)

Current Point Table

Triangle
Contour(*)

…
…

Pt.
Add.
1
2
3

x1 : 0.0
x2 : 0.0
x3 : xC

y1 : 0.0
y2 : yB
y3 : yC

4
5
…
i2
…
n2

x4
x5
…
xi2
…
xn2

y4
y5
…
yi2
…
yn2

Coordinates (x,y)

Table 5.4 Final list of crack segment, adding some of the triangle contour
( )

* Valid only if corresponding edge angle is superior to γ

Segment
add.

Sg1
Sg2
Sg3
Sgα1
Sgα2
…
Sgαj
…
Sgα(n2-3)
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B. Computation of a Polygon Surface
As a general case, the solution consists in computing the polygon surface Apolygon using
its integration which is [Fil99]:
S polygon = ∫ dxdy

polygon

As its perimeter is polygonal, it is efficient to use the polygon’s border for the
integration. For this we use the Strokes [Can71, Fil95] theorem that says that for a
compact piece I, with B its oriented border, then:

∫ dw = ∫ w
I

B

Applying this formula to a facet surface, we obtain:
S polygon = ∫ ydx
P

which use the anti-derivative form ydx over the perimeter P of a polygon, and have the
advantage of only being based on the figure perimeter without depending of its
polygonal nature. The development of this formula is:
S Polygon =

1
∑ xi ⋅ yi +1≡ n − xi +1≡ n ⋅ yi
2

with (xi,yi) being the polygon vertices and “i+1≡n” representing the index “pointi+1
modulo n”. The following figure 5.31 proposes an intuitive interpretation of this
method.

+
=
-

+
Figure 5.31 Computation of a polygon surface
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C. Pseudo-Code of the Peeling Algorithm
6

Generate the 3D Surface Multi-Layer Cellular Automaton object pre-analyzed,
cellular pre-computation, edge communication, layer-surface generation [Gob99-4];
7 Get pre-computed crack patterns (list of crack segments)
8 Initialization of the peeling
8.1 Initialize cells
8.2 Regroup peeling cell
8.3 Initialized peeling group structure
9 While do_loop is true:
9.1 Propagation of the peeling inside group contours
9.2 Reset peeling group structure
9.3 do_loop Í verify peeling percentage
10 Actual first layer peeling
10.1 Reset (and recount) the n peeling groups
10.2 Determine peeling groups order
10.3 Loop i from 1 to n:
10.3.1 Remove cracked-cells border of all the peelings schedule at time i
10.3.2 Remove all peelings schedule at time i
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6. Discussion

6.1 Conclusion
We first discuss, in the following paragraphs, the main conclusions of each main section
of this dissertation, and then present our final comments.
After introducing the principles of our main idea involving with the 3DSCA in the first
chapter, we have described in Chapter 2 a solution for modeling a first approach to
cellular automaton on a single rectangular surface (2D), proposing as base an example
of corrosion. The corrosion behavior was controlled by a “wet or dry” cells map, by
propagation on and in the surface, and by a particle based water flow simulation,
resulting in the following natural phenomena simulation: liquid absorption, saturation,
then material erosion, and transportation via triplets of water, then liquid evaporation
and material sedimentation.
In the following two chapters, we presented the 3DCSA definition, and to prove the
model’s flexibility, two applications were described. The 3DSCA has been shown to be
an efficient method for representing 3D surface Cellular Automata (CA). We especially
explained the need for input to be subdivided into triangles and squared cell shapes,
with their corresponding cellular communication. The two applications were the
Voronoi diagram determination over 3D surfaces, and the corrosion and patina
simulation. In the first we showed how simple it is to make a good approximation of the
Voronoi diagram on any type of 3D surface using an original probabilistic approach. It
is thus possible to verify that even if communication redundancy occurs, our CA model
is consistent. Then, the second application demonstrated that our CA model enables us
to realize our first natural phenomena simulation: a realistic corrosion model.
Chapter 5 explained “how to simulate complex natural phenomena in a realistic and
convenient manner” by presenting what we called hybrid-cellular automata: The
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alliance between one/many classical cellular automata and other functionalities working
in parallel. To demonstrate the potential of hybrid-3DSCA, we described two complex
models of natural phenomena: The crack propagation and the layer peeling. The first
simulation was shown to be able to generate cracks on any type of 3D object using a
method of multi-layer CA. We explained the need for a half-physical approach and
proposed an intuitive but indeed efficient stress spectrum model to simulate and
compute easily the stress field over any layers of the 3D surface Cellular Automaton.
Then we detailed how crack patterns were generated using the stress released by crack
modules, and verified our model’s performance by presenting the resulting crack
patterns of the four main steps used to generate the 3D surface crack propagation based
on CA. We then presented a convenient model for generating the first layer peeling over
any type of 3D object using a hybrid cellular automaton. We proved the efficiency of
surface CA techniques in comparison to classical direct data analysis. To easily improve
the cell functionalities, we proposed the combination of recursive hybrid-CA functions
and a parallel peeling data structure. We then proposed two methods for rendering
partial peeling.

It results that in this dissertation we have presented the results of research concerning
the three dimensional surface cellular automaton (3DSCA).
We have shown in detail and probably for the first time, that the 3DSCA is an efficient
and powerful way of representing and transforming solid objects composed with
layers. Notice that in the real world, most human made (e.g. paint, plastic,
glaze-ceramics) and many natural living (e.g. animal or vegetation skins) objects are
covered by surface layers. We also proved that the 3DSCA representation of such
common objects gives the associates the advantages of:
 Defining very precisely virtual solids;
 Having efficient structural access (facets, layers, cells, or micro-cells);
 Transforming object appearance through cellular interactions;
 Simulating multi-physics-based models through time.
In fact, we have shown that with a unique technique it is possible to make virtual
objects become alive through time.
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6.2

Perspective

6.2.1

General Perspective

Many interesting possibilities remain in further improving 3DSCA.
A relatively direct task would be to search for an extension of our model for
symmetrical and fractal texturing. Automatic image mapping would seem a good
extension of our model. Another key area for further work is the CA data structure itself.
At this point, the data structure defines only one layer. An extension to n layers for each
different set of cells would be an interesting research topic. The attribution of different
layer behaviors such as advanced corrosion, plastic and ceramic cracks, or paint peeling
would exponentially extend the palette choices for objects. Finally, we can imagine
linking this 3D surface CA model with non-grid-based models, such as water flow
systems, to generate realistic corrosion and the corresponding patina paintings.

More specifically concerning the crack model, it could be possible to further improve
the presented study by real interaction between layer models and better 3D surface CA:
Many aspects of the layer crack model could also to be improved. For example:
generate more accurate 3D surfaces (e.g. mud), improved the stress release model,
render higher quality crack patterns, include the interactions between layers, produce an
even better solution to the velocity relationship between cracks, or develop mixed types
of material for a layer.
Concerning the peeling model, many aspects remain to be improved. For instance:
generating the actual rendering of partial peeling, and then developing the
corresponding inter-steps animation sequences. As corrosion is a microscopic form of
cracks and peelings, a more challenging research topic would be coupling the peeling
and the crack model, to simulate a multi-layer interactive form of material change of
appearances.
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6.2.2

3DSCA and Water Flow

Probably what we see as a dream achievement in the simulation of natural phenomena
would be the design of a model involving different material states.
We are especially thinking of an advanced interacting relationship model between
solids (with or without our multi-layers object representation) and liquid (e.g. water).
This research topic has extraordinary potential and huge advantages as it involves our
favorite liquid: water. We have to remember that on our planet everything that we
consider “important” is closely related to this liquid. That is why, studying automatic
imaging of this relationship (liquid / solid) is a major issue.
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Appendix A. Implementation: the “MCP” Project

This first appendix presents the Material Cellular Project—MCP: program that has
been implemented to test all models presented in this dissertation—software
specification: Its user commands main data flow charts, modules flow charts,
algorithms, and parameters.

1.

Generalities on the Material Cellular Project (MCP)

MCP is a program implemented in the C language of about fifty thousand lines (without
counting classical as well as Xwin and OpenGL graphical libraries).
This software includes a reasonable large number of parameters, data structures,
variables, constants, etc, that is why following sections present only a summary of what
should be its specification.
MCP is subdivided into about twenty modules as shown in Section 2 (hierarchy of all
the MCP satellites). In the Section 3, we present in detail the heart of the project with its
main data structure: the storage of objects, including its materials tables and
independent lights. Section 4 summaries the window management and Section 5
describes the keyboard and mouse user commands.
Note that about all the MCP data structure is based on multi-dimensional linked-lists.
That is why we strongly advice readers to have a good knowledge of the C language
and especially the domain of pointers before reading this section.
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2.

MCP Main Modules Flow Diagram

Figure A.1 MCP main modules flow diagram
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3. MCP & its satellites main data structure flows
3.1. MCP main data structure

The following schema presents the global MCP main data structure.

Part C

Part A

Part D
Part B
Figure A.2 General view of the main MCP data structure

This figure being reasonably complex, we subdivide the work by presenting each of its
four parts in the sub-sections below. The next figure A.2 presents the relationships
between these four parts A, B, C, and D.

Object Root

Part A

Object to Facets

Part C

Layer to material
Material layer to material properties

Layer to cell

Part B

Part D

Figure A.3 Relationships between the four parts of the main MCP data structure
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3.1.1. Part A: Root, light, and material layer data structure
Object Root

Object to Facets

Layer to material

Material layer to material properties

Figure A.4 Roots, lights, and material layers data structure

As shown in figure A.3, this data structure is composed of three main parts: the object
main structural pointer, its light(s), and material definition of its layer (Attention: notice
the difference between layer definition—presented section 3.1.3—and material
layer—presented here).
Main fields/pointers are:
•

The pointer to the
pt_first_linked_facet;

object

surface:

i.e.

input-triangles

(facets)

called
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•

The pointer to the layer’s material definitions called pt_first_g_layer (“g” standing
for general);

•
•

The field defining the material parameters called layer_material;
And the type of material called union_type_material defining if current layer is
“sedimentable” (i.e. water can be absorbed and layer eroded), “corroded” (i.e.
corrosion and/or patina can propagated over this layer—if and only if corresponding
surface cells are not covered), or “peelable” (i.e. layer can peel after being cracked).
Important note: we assume that any material can be cracked.

The layer thickness, smoothness, and thickness_error are mainly used only during
pre-computations.

3.1.2. Part B: Material properties data structure

In the following figure A.4 is presented the data structure of any type of material
decomposed into three main fields: its appearance (i.e. classical light parameters of the
Phong’s mode with possibilities of transparence and semi transparence), behavior (i.e.
oxidation, sedimentation, fracture, and peeling general parameters), and special
relationship with liquids (i.e. absorption, absorptivity, etc… Unfortunately, this field
was operational only for 2.5D—see chapter 2)
Material layer to material properties

Figure A.5 Material data structure
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3.1.3. Part C: Triangle facet and corresponding layers data structure
Object Root

Object to Facets

Layer to material

Layer to cell

Figure A.6 Triangle facet and corresponding layers data structure

This third part details the object facets, for each the corresponding layers, and for each
the corresponding cells definitions.
The main field/pointers are:
•

The boolean user parameter defining if the facet has artificial rounded facet called
rounded_facet (see Rounding Facets to Decrease Edge Visibility Appendix B,
section 7);

•

The cell_array_size double integer parameter is essential for accessing cells, as it
defines the size of the projected rectangle for each input-triangle;

•

The projection of these input-triangle can be access with projected_triangle.
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A memory allocation is generated only when a cell is “valid”, (i.e. its surface is at least
partially inside the input-triangle, and the cell has not been eliminated by corrosion, user
command, or automatic peeling). This dynamic allocation (at the address of pointer
pt_cell) defines the cell’s properties and parameters. This technique is very important as
it allows a very large memory saving—of about 40%.
Details of this structure are presented in the next section, part D.

3.1.4. Part D: Cell data structure

Layer to cell

Figure A.7 Cell data structure

An interesting point of this structure is that each cell has a specific material definition
using the union C structure allowing multiple types of field for the same memory
allocation. For instance, iron can generate an oxide and therefore have a special oxide
thickness (assumed to be on top).
Note also that for any material region multi-directional tensors exist, that is why each
cell is associated with a “stress spectrum”. Having internal material tensions implies
that any material can generate fractures, which also implies the need for a micro cells
structure.
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3.2. Modules Data Structure

This MCP program being relatively large, these specifications cannot be described in
this dissertation. For general ideas about how main natural phenomena model work,
algorithms can be found in appendices of the corresponding section.

4.

Window management

The window management consists of two tasks, the relationship with the operating
system (OS), and the relationship user vs. software. This project uses OpenGL, which
allows on the first hand efficient function calls to XWindow (UNIX OS meta-level) and
on the other hand a possible portability on Windows (i.e. PC’s OS meta-level).
Concerning the relationship MCP’s windows vs. user, we uses OpenGL Utilities
Libraries for the mouse function calls associated with personal 3D navigation libraries
and mouse clipping and position analysis (see Section 6.2).
5. MCP software user commands
5.1. Keyboard commands
Key com.

Corresponding

Definitions

terms

At the front page (beginning) step
Give user predefined file names of:
The 3D object, the lighting, and floor texture

Space bar

Help “define”
menu
Loading

‘H’ or ‘h’
‘Q’ or ‘q’
‘0’ … ‘9’
‘K’
‘L’
‘M’
‘b’
‘f’
‘r’
‘p’
‘l’
‘m’
‘a’
‘Ctrl a’
‘!’

Help menu
Quite
Light 0 to 9
Cam / Light
Rotate +
Rotate Ball com.
Fly com.
Render
Print cam
Swap struct+
Swap structAll struct
Anti-aliased
Empty/full

Give user some help showing key command with a small definition
Quite MCP program
Switch on / off light number 0 to 9
Swap command mode: Camera rotation or Light #1 rotation
Rotate the camera or light#1 positively
Rotate the camera or light#1 negatively
Swap to trackball
Swap to flying user command navigation
Re-render the rendering structure of the object with current camera pos.
Print on screen camera attributes
Swap of object structure positively
Swap of object structure negatively
Show all object structures at the same time
Show an anti-aliased view of current image
Swap input-triangle structure view full / empty

‘H’ or ‘h’

Load user predefined files

During normal graphical view step
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Key com.

‘u’
‘y’
‘t’
‘F’
‘Ctrl f’
‘Ctrl p’
‘C’
‘U’
‘s’
‘Ctrl s’
‘Ctrl d’

Corresponding

terms
First view
Second view
Third view
Fracture
Rec-Fracture
Peeling
Corrosion
Manufacture
Save image
Save 3Dimage
Save l-image

5.2. Mouse commands
Mouse button

Left button (LB)
Middle button
Right button (RB)
in implementation

6.

Definitions
Reset camera to specific user predefined view
Reset camera to current object side view
Reset camera to current object top view
Call fracture algorithm
Try to recall a precomputed fracture file
Call peeling algorithm
Call corrosion / patina algorithm
Manufacture the object with axial rotation (in implementation)
Save current image
Save a series of pictures around the object (see user pre-defined constants)
Save a series of pictures rotating light#1 around the object (see ‘CME’)

Definitions

Flight mode
Go straight
IF mouse pointer is near the screen center: Axial rotation of the camera clockwise
if pressing RB, trigonometric if pressing LB at the same time.
ELSE Rotate camera towards mouse pointer
Go backward
Trackball mode
N/A

Other comments

The Material / Cellular-automaton Project in numbers:
•
•
•
•

25 months old project
50 000 lines of C code (without C & OpenGL libraries)
25 key-modules
72 C files + 27 data files (geometry & lights & materials)2 Special thanks:
o Batja San (mathematical resolution)
o Nasugawa San (system maintenance)
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Appendix B. Rendering Notes
This appendix details a series of techniques used for the rendering of the MCP software.
1. Light through layers: General Case
1.1 Idea

Figure B.1 Light through layers

Light intensity

t1

Light intensity

t1.f(o1)

t2

t2.f(o2)

Thickness . f(Opacity)
Real thickness
(a)

(b)

Figure B.2 Curve of e-x function showing (a) only the thickness of the two layers and (b)
multiplied by a function of their respective opacities
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1.3 Proof

Considering only one way of the light through the layers, the color is the sum of color
of each layers pondérated by each opacity function and the distance through the
exponential function of (-x):

lc1 ∫

t1 f o1

0

e dx + lc2 ∫
−x

t1 f o1 + t 2 f o2

e dx + lc3 ∫
−x

t1 f o1 + t 2 f o2 + t 3 f o3

t1 f o1 + t 2 f o2

t1 f o1

crgb =

n

∑ (ti f oi ) − x
e dx + ... + lcn ∫ni−=11
e dx
∑ (ti f oi )
−x

i =1

n

∫

∑ (ti f oi )
i =1

0

e − x dx

Developing the anti-derivatives, we obtain:
⇒ crgb =

lc1

[−e ]
−x

→t1 f o1
→0

+ lc2

[−e ]

[−e ]
[−e ]

→t1 f o1 + t 2 f o2

−x

→t1 f o1

→t1 f o1 + t 2 f o2 + t 3 f o3

−x

+ lc3

→t1 f o1 + t 2 f o2

n

(

→ ∑ t i f oi

−x

i =1

+ ... + lcn

[−e ]
−x

→ ∑ t i f oi

(

)

(

)

n

i =1
n−1

→ ∑ t i f oi
i =1

)

→0

And we develop again:

⇒ crgb =

(

lc1 1 − e

−t1 fo1

)+ l (e
c2

−t1 fo1

−e

(

− t1 fo1 +t2 fo2

)

)+ l (e (

)

− t1 fo1 +t2 fo2

c3

n

1− e

−e

(

− t1 fo1 +t2 fo2 +t3 fo3

)

)+ ...+ l  e
cn

( )

( )

n−1

− ∑ ti foi
i =1



n

−e

( )




− ∑ ti foi
i =1

− ∑ ti foi
i =1

Then regrouping two by two exponential coefficients:
⇒ crgb =

lc1 + e

−t1 fo1

(l

c2

)

− lc1 + e

(

− t1 fo1 +t2 fo2

)

(l

)

− lc2 + ... + e
n
− ∑ (ti foi )
i =1
1− e
c3

( )

n −1

− ∑ ti foi
i =1

(l

cn

n

)

− lcn−1 − lcn e

( )

− ∑ ti foi
i =1

Finally, most of the upper part of the formula can be regroup into a double sum as
follow:

n

⇒

crgb =

lc1 − lcn e

(

− ∑ ti f oi
i =1

)

j

n −1

+ ∑e

−

∑ ti foi
i =1

j =1
n

1− e

(

− ∑ ti f oi
i =1

)

(l

c j +1

− lc j

)
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1.3 Corresponding Algorithm

The above resulting formula is reasonably complex; nevertheless, the following single
loop algorithm is sufficient for its implementation.

crgb=0, k=0, l = 0

loop

j from 1 to (n-1)
k += T[j]•f(O[j])
crgb += e-k(lcj+1 – lcj)

l= - ( k+ T[n]•f(O[n]) )
crgb += lc1 – lcn•e l
crgb /=(1- e l)

Using:
•

k and l as pass variables

•

j as the main loop variable

•

T[] and O[] as respective layer thickness and opacity tables of data

•

f(o) the opacity function

•

and crgb as the resulting color

Note: Concerning the opacity function f(o), we use f(oi) = oi / (1-oi), but other choices
can be made.
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2. Anti-aliased multi-thickness linked segments: different side shape

Drawing a line on a piece of paper is a so common action that it not obvious—for
non-CG scientist—that drawing a nice looking line on a screen can become a relatively
difficult task. The problem is well known; its source is that screen pixels are not very
small, and the solution is to use a technique called “anti-aliasing”.
In the MCP program, we need for different reasons (see especially section 5.2, stress
release, crack drawings, etc…), to draw segments that are linked to each other and that
have independent thicknesses (i.e. “multi-thickness linked segments”). This is the study
proposed in this section.

2.1 Possible Solutions

As a line is drawn, different width intensities can be observed. In CG, a simples case is
often assume: all these intensities are set constant. In the following subsection we
propose more realistic effects, as we describe in detail different solutions for
approximating a change of intensity in a segment width. We study in particular, the
three main continuous types, which are the linear, the parabolic concave, and the
parabolic convex curves with their respective “U” types (see below for explanations).
For each of the six possible cases, we present a short proof to find their respective key
parameters.

2.1.1

Constant Type

Far to be the simplest, the side view is assume to be constant as shown in the following
figure:

line or segment width

Figure B.3 AAMTS type constant

As the corresponding technique of such anti-aliasing is well known and relatively
simple, it is not detailed further.
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2.1.2

“V” and “U” Types

We define the “V” type functions, as been symmetrical single, continuous, and
derivable functions. “U” types are very similar to “V” type as they differ only by having
a intensity saturation in their center. Figure B.4 presents a graphical interpretation of
the six cases.

Figure B.4 AAMTS “V” and “U” types; (a, b) V and U-linear; (c, d) V and U- parabolic type A; (e,
f) V and U-parabolic type B;

2.2 Corresponding Mathematical Equations
2.2.1

General Equations

•

“V” Linear

fVL(x) = y0 − ax

•

“V” Parabolic A

fVPA(x) = y0 − ax2

•

“V” Parabolic B

fVPA(x) = a(x − b)2

•

“U” Linear, “U” Parabolic A, and “U” Parabolic B, respectively of the same form.
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2.2.2

Determination of the Equation Constants

We take as hypothesis that the central part of the line covering the size of one micro-cell
must be set 100%—of the line maximum intensity. As functions are axially symmetrical,
it implies that:
A
Cs
2
0

A=∫

f ( x)dx = 50% =

1
2

Half micro-cell side size: Cs/2
Half line or segment width: Ct/2

Figure B.5 Graphical interpretation of the integration

•

“V” Linear
y0

A

We have:

Ct
C
C
) = 0 ⇒ y 0 − kVL t = 0 ⇒ y 0 = kVL t
2
2
2

C
then : f VL ( x) = kVL  t − x 
 2

f VL (

Cs/2

Ct/2

Figure B.6 “V” linear

We now have to find kVL using A = ½:
Cs
2
0

∫
•

Cs

C
1
2
x2  2 1
C

kVL  t − x dx = ⇒ kVL  t x −  = ⇔ kVL =
C 
2
2 0
2

 2

2
C s  Ct − s 
2 


“V” Parabolic A
A

y0

We have:

Cs/2

Ct/2

Figure B.7 “V” parabolic A

C
f VPA  t
 2

C
C

 = 0 ⇒ y 0 − a( t ) 2 = 0 ⇒ y 0 = a t
2
4

C 2

then : f VPA ( x) = kVPA  t − x 2 
 4


2

We now have to find kVPA using A = ½:
Cs
2
0

∫

Cs

 Ct 2

 Ct 2
1
4
x3  2 1
2


− x dx = ⇒ m 
kVPA 
.x −  = ⇔ m =
2
3  0
2
 2 Cs 2
 4

 4
C s  C t −
3
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•

“V” Parabolic B
A
y0

Cs/2

We have:

Ct/2

Figure B.8 “V” parabolic B

C
C 

f VPB ( t ) = 0 ⇒ f VPB ( x) = kVPB  x − t 
2
2 


2

We now have to find kVPB using A = ½:
Cs
2
0

∫

2

C 
1

⇒ k VPB
k VPB  x − t  dx =
2 
2


3

=

1
2

4

⇔ k VPB =

•

Cs
2

Ct
C
x 
.x − t .x 2 +


2
3  0
 4
2

 2 Cs2
− C tC s
C s  C t +
3







“U” Linear
yd

A

We still have from fVL(x):
Ct/2.C%=d

Cs/2

Ct/2

Figure B.9 “U” linear

C

f UL ( x) = kUL  t − x 
 2

Notice also that d represents the half
constant width.

We now have to find kUL using A = ½:
C
d+ s
2
d

1
 Ct

−
=
⇒ k UL
k
x
dx


UL
∫
2
2


1
⇔ k UL =
C
C

Cs t − s − d 
4
 2


d+

Ct
x 
.
−
x


2 d
 2
2

Cs
2

=

1
2
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•

“U” Parabolic A
A
yd

We still have from fVPA(x):
d

Cs/2

Ct/2

C 2

f UPA ( x) = kUPA  t − x 2 
 4


Figure B.10 “U” parabolic A

We now have to find kUPA using A = ½:

∫

C
d + s
2
d

 C
k UPA  t
 4

⇔ k UPA

•

=

2

− x

 C 2
C s  t
 4


C
 dx = 1 ⇒ k UPA  t

2

 4
1
2
Cs
C s 

−
− dd +

12
2  


2

2

.x −

x 

3 
3

d +

Cs
2

=

d

1
2

“U” Parabolic B
A
yd

We still have fVPB(x):
d

Cs/2

Ct/2

C 

f UPB ( x) = kUPB  x − t 
2 


Figure B.11 “U” parabolic B

2

We now have to find kUPB using A = ½:

∫

d+

d

Cs
2

2

C 
1

⇒ k UPB
k UPB  x − t  dx =
2 
2


⇔ k UPB =

d+

2
 x3

Ct
x2
+
.C t 
x−

4
2
 3
 d

1
1 C 2
2
C s  . s + C t + C s C t
4
  3



C
 + d . d + s − C t  

2
 



Cs
2

=

1
2
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2.3 Sum Approximation

As in computer science we need to make a loop for simulating the integration, here is
our approximation:
•

For the “V” type functions:

∫

Ct
2

0

•

f V ( x ) dx ≈

n −1

∑ f ( X ).∆ x
i=0

For the “U” type functions:
Ct
2
0

∫

fU ( x)dx = ∫

d

0

Ct
2
d

1
dx + ∫
Cs

d
2 ∆x

n −1
1
f (x )dx ≈ ∑ .∆x + ∑ f ( X ).∆x
d
i =0 C s
i=
2 ∆x

• Using in both cases:
Number of lines to approximate the segment per micro-cell: l (User Constant)
Approximation step: ∆x = Cs / l
Loop steps:
n = Ct / 2 . ∆x
Segment width variable:
X = ∆x/2 + i.∆x

3. A Faking Method for Simulating Anti-Aliasing of Images

For rendering our images, we use the fast (hardware) and simple OpenGL Z-buffer. This
rendering method is very simplistic however, and generates pixel aliasing problems. In
this section, we describe a method to partially generate anti-aliased images. The
following model is an extension of an OpenGL example that works only in 3D
non-perspective.
The main idea to simulate the anti-aliasing is to move n times slightly the camera and to
superpose the corresponding images. Our goal is to know how much the camera has to
be moved without generating a blur image. In fact, to avoid blur image, all the
projections of a 3D point on the screen should stay around the same pixel (see figures
B.12 and B.13).
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Original perspective viewing volume
Modified perspective
viewing volume
Camera

Figure B.12 Variation of camera position for generating anti-aliasing

The next figure proposes a graphical approximation of the problem which is solved with
the below equations.
distance to point: d2
Camera
variation: d

P
One pixel on the screen

d1: “near”
Figure B.13 Window pixel variation

•

1
d
d1
= ⇔d =
(d 2 − d1 ) d1
(d 2 − d1 )

The following images present the transformation of the input-data structure of a glass.

Figure-Plate B.1 Two examples of faking anti-aliasing technique
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4. Intersection Between Square Cells and Oriented Triangles

We have shown Chapter 3 a solution to render the 3DSCA by recomposing every
input-triangle using the triangle-strip function of OpenGL. This technique is particularly
efficient for real-time visualization/animation—if cells are relatively large—, but
unfortunately, is very difficult to maintain when cell subdivisions occur—e.g. fracture,
Section 5.2.

E S4 G

B
C

A

S2

S3

D

S1 F

(a)

(b)

Figure B.14 Input-triangles (a) and cells (b) edge definition

In this section, we propose a simple and efficient solution to determine the intersection
between cells of any size (i.e. macro or micro) and any input-triangle. Considering if
cell’s corners {D, E, F, G} (see figure B.14) are inside or outside the triangle, the
following table defines how to determine the output polygon to be drawn.
D E F G

Graphical
interpretation

Output polygon {P1, … Pn} with n ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6}
Return FALSE;

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1

WARNING: “Cell x-coordinate negative” (1);
P1=[AB]∩S4; P2=G; P3=[AC] ∩S3; P4=A;
Return TRUE;

0 0 1 0

P1=[BC] ∩S3; P2=F; if (P3=[AB] ∩S1); then P4=B; WARNING: (1)
else P3=[BC] ∩S1; WARNING: “Wrong triangle orientation” (2)
Return TRUE;

0 0 1 1

WARNING: (1);
P1=[AB] ∩S1; P2=[AB] ∩S4; P3=G; P4=F;
Return TRUE;

0 1 0 0

P1=[AC] ∩S2; P2=E; if (P3=[BC] ∩S4); then P4=C;
else P3=[AC] ∩ S4;
Return TRUE;

0 1 0 1

P1=[AC] ∩S2; P2=E; P3=G; P4=[AC] ∩S3;
Return TRUE;
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0 1 1 0
0 1 1 1

WARNING: “Major triangle orientation problem” (3);
Return FALSE;

WARNING: (3);
Return FALSE;

1 0 0 0

P1=D; P2=[BC] ∩S2; if (P4=[AC] ∩S1); then P3=G;
else P3=[BC] ∩ S1;
Return TRUE;

1 0 0 1

WARNING: (2);
P1=D; P2=[BC] ∩S2; P3=[BC] ∩S4; P4=G; P5=[AC] ∩S3; P6=[AC] ∩S1
Return TRUE;

1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1
1 1 0 0
1 1 0 1
1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1
Special cases:

if D=A
elseif
S2 ∈ [AB]

P1=[BC] ∩S2; P2=[BC] ∩S3; P3=F; P4=D;
Return TRUE;

WARNING: (2);
P1=G; P2=E; P3=D; P4=[BC] ∩S2; P5=[BC] ∩S4;
Return TRUE;
P1=D; P2=E;
if (P3=[BC] ∩S4) then if NOT(P4=[BC] ∩S1) then P4=[AC] ∩S1;
else P3=[AC] ∩S4; P4=[AC] ∩S1;
Return TRUE;
P1=[AC] ∩S3; P2=[AC] ∩S1; P3=D; P4=E;
Return TRUE;

P1=[BC] ∩S4; P2==[BC] ∩S3; P3=F; P4=D; P5=E;
Return TRUE;

Pi=Cell’s edges;
Return TRUE;

P1=D; P2=E;
Return TRUE;

if (P4=[AC] ∩S3); then P3=G;
else P3=[AC] ∩ S4;

if (P1=[BC] ∩ S3) then P2=F; P3=D; P4=E;
else if ([BC] ∩ S1) then P2=D; P3=B;
else Pi=Cell’s edges;
Return TRUE;
(If the input-triangle is not well oriented, many other special cases exist).

Table B.1 Clipping a square (i.e. macro/micro cell) with the oriented triangle
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5. Quad-Tree Simplification

When using the direct clipping presented above (Section 4), the number of non-clipped
cells can strongly be decrease by using a quad-tree simplification. This technique is
especially efficient for the Crack Pattern Simulation where cracked-cells are subdivided
into micro-cells. Figure B-15 gives the principal steps to achieve and propose the result
simulation when using the special crack mirror effect (image B-15(d)).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure B.15 Quad-tree simplification; Schema (a) and (b) are deduced from the method
described Section 5.2, (c) Corresponding Quad-tree, (d) Possible graphical resulting simulation
of the crack mirror effect
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6. Generation of Holes

Our rendering using the OpenGL “triangle-strip” function also allows
generating holes. The algorithm is relatively simple as it consists of
comparing both sides of the strip: When finding one hole or multiple holes it
reorders or deletes the corresponding triangles depending of each case. This
technique is especially useful when simulating Patina/Corrosion; section 3.2
details the Patina/Corrosion general model, and the following figure-plate
B-2 proposes an example of generated hole. (Notice that animated examples
can be found in our laboratory homepage at: http://www-cg.iwate-u.ac.jp).

Figure-Plate B.2 Example of generated holes due to copper corrosion

7. Rounding Facets to Decrease Edge Visibility

In this section, we briefly propose a method we developed to simulate surface
continuity between facets (i.e. to avoid seeing the sharp edges) only under certain
restriction. In figure B.16, schema (a) presents the problem to be solved occurring at
edges (e.g. region shown in red): according to the object definition, the average (1)
thickness is constant.
The trick we used to simulate the continuity consists of defining the surface position
depending of the orientation of the normal vector as shown in schema (b). This method
is simple to implement and relatively efficient if the layer thickness is large enough and
the angle between the two facets is quite small. Two comparative resulting surfaces can
be observed figure-plate B-3.
(1) Note that the 3D noise of the corresponding layer has not to be considered.
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(a)

(b)

Figure B 16 Surface continuity between facets

Figure-Plate B.3 Examples of object surface that have been artificially rounded

8. Shadows

As previously said we used OpenGL graphical libraries. These powerful 3D libraries,
unfortunately, do not provide automatic shadow rendering, we therefore made our own
shadow functions (results can be observed on several plates Appendix D). They are
extremely basics, much more efficient shadow models are described in [Sol98, Star99].
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Appendix C. 3DSCA Miscellaneous
C.1
One of our articles’ result—the visual simulation of patina using
3DSCA—made the covered of the Journal of Visualization & Computer Animation

Volume 10, number 3. This magazine is shown in the following picture.

Figure C-1 Picture of the VJCA Vol#10, No. 3
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C.2
The copy of the front page of our article entitled “Crack Pattern Simulation
based on 3D Surface Cellular Automata” accepted in CGI’2000, and selected as

“outstanding article” for a special publication in the Visual Computer journal, should
appear in the following plate.

Figure C-2 <To appear>
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C.3
The copy of the front page of our article entitled “Peeling Simulation using 3D
Surface Cellular Automaton”, should be printed in the following plate, if and only if,

accepted by the International Conference jury committee.

Figure C-3 <Submitted only>
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Appendix D. Additional color plates
In this last appendix, we propose a series of rendered images, which complete each
main model of visual simulation of natural phenomena presented in this thesis.

1.

Complement of the 2.5D Water Flow Simulation

Figure-plate D-1 Determination of semi-random map for weak/strong regions,
respectively with (a) pure random function, then for (b), (c), and (d) a linear-type,
square-type, cubic-type, and X4-type regrouping function, and for (f) a binary function

Figure-plate D-2 Propagation function respectively at time ration 1, 20, 40, 60, 80,
and 100%
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Figure-plate D-3 Visualization of the water flow only, 2 type of particle can be
observed, the moving ones (shown with vector shapes proportional to their
velocities), and the stabilized one (shown as small semi-spheres)

Figure-plate D-4 Wetting process

Figure-plate D-5 Evaporation (drying) process (from a pre-wetted scene)
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Figure-plate D-6 Erosion process only

Figure-plate D-7 Erosion and sedimentation processes (including wetting, sediment
transportation, evaporation)
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2.

Complement of the 3DSCA theory Simulation

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure-Plate D-8 Object’s input triangles—(a)—subdivided into relatively large number of
cells—(b). The last image (c) presents a simulation of dark gold cup

Figure-Plate D-9 Our 3DSCA edge continuity model on several applications

Figure-Plate D-10 Light and texture effects on a dark bronze lattice
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Figure-Plate D-11 Example of advanced 3D texture generated in few second on an SGI-Indigo2

(a)

(b)
Figure-Plate D-12 A second example of 3D-textured object (same cube with different copper, glaze,
and ceramic layers parameters)

(a)

(b)

Figure-Plate D-13 A third double example of 3D-textured objects (a) ceramics only with two light sources; (b)
Sharp concrete texture manufactured by a virtual tool (making the two lines with a right angle)
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Figure-Plate D-14 Example of material simulation: copper cup with Iwate University textured floor

3.

Complement of the 3DSCA Voronoi Diagram Simulation

Figure-plate D-15 Comparing multi-seeds 3D surface Voronoi diagrams on a virtual cup
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4.

Complement of the 3DSCA Natural Phenomenon Applications

Figure-Plate D-16 Visual simulation of a Mongolian copper Zisshayr (ceremony cup)

Figure-Plate D-17 Fire propagation over a three layers object. The first thick but weak brown
layer is consumed images (a) to (c). The three last images—(d) to (f)—show the partial surface
destruction of the object

Figure-Plate D-18 Mildew propagation over “American-style” piece of cheese
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5.

Complement of the hybrid-3DSCA Cracks Simulation

Figure-Plate D-19 A spherical field of “stress flowers”

Figure-Plate D-20 Cyan cracked ceramic tiger on concrete floor
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Figure-Plate D-21 Double layers cracked ceramic/mud cup
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Figure-Plate D-22 Double layer ceramic tiger on Persian carpet (note the cracked layer has multiple thicknesses)

Figure-Plate D-23 Triple layers tiger (concrete, gray-green ceramic, and cracked glaze layer) on Persian carpet
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List of Papers

FULL PAPERS: International publications

S. GOBRON and N. CHIBA. “Crack Pattern Simulation using 3D Surface Cellular
Automata”. The Visual Computer, to appear
S. GOBRON and N. CHIBA, (Oct. 1999). “3D Surface Cellular Automata and Its
Applications”. The Journal of Visualization and Computer Animation, Vol.10: pp.
143-158

PROCEEDINGS: National and International Conferences, Conventions, and Symposiums

S. GOBRON and N. CHIBA (Nov. 2000). “Computer Graphics: Natural Phenomena”.
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S. GOBRON and N. CHIBA (Nov. 2000). “Computer Graphics: Crack Mirror Effects”.
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S. GOBRON and N. CHIBA, (Dec 1999). “Surface Cellular Automata for Crack
Rendering”. Proceeding of the IPSJ-TOHOKU’99 (*) Workshop, Morioka (Japan): p.
2-121
S. GOBRON and N. CHIBA (Oct. 1999). “3D Surface Multi-layers Cellular Automata
in CG, an introduction to crack simulation”. Proceedings of the JST’99 national
symposium, Tokyo (Japan): pp. 2-3
S. GOBRON and N. CHIBA (Oct. 1998). “Surface Cellular Automata Applied for
Computer Graphics”. Proceedings of the JST’98 national symposium, Tokyo (Japan)
S. GOBRON and N. CHIBA (Aug. 1998). “Surface Cellular Automata and Its
Applications”. Proceedings of the 1998 Tohoku-section joint convention record, Sendai
(Japan): p. 246
S. GOBRON and N. CHIBA, (Dec 1997). “Visual Simulation of Corrosion”.
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International Conference on Parallel and Distributed System
MultiMedia Network System
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